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A little introduction

Amir Bin Ali is a phenomenal Poet and an intellectual
from Pakistan based in Japan, who has become the
heart of every lover of Urdu Literature by his literary
work, his words and his books since 1998 when his first
book of Poetry was launched. Since then Amir Bin Ali
has made a huge positive impact on the readers and
writers around his nation and every other place where
Urdu Language is being spoken and understood. Amir
Bin Ali is also the Chief Editor of the monthly Literary
Journal named “Arxang” which gets published in Lahore,
and is available at every bookstore across Pakistan, and
online as well. It covers all the parts of literary society in
Pakistan. Amir along with being a magnificent Poet also
writes travelogues, columns, articles, odes and proses.
Till now Amir Bin Ali has launched nine phenomenal
books and each one of them brings variety of incredible
content to the readers. Amir Bin Ali is adored by the a
lot of legendary personalities in Pakistan and he has
received many compliments from the print and
electronic media as well. Express Tribune happens to be
the first class English newspaper in Pakistan and here is
what they published about Amir Bin Ali in their
newspaper:
“Amir Bin Ali is one of the finest Poets from younger
generation that have emerged during last decade.”

(Express Tribune Book Review)
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Also another newspaper published:
“Staying away from his homeland makes Amir Bin Ali
skeptical that he might get disconnected from his past,
it is evident from his Poetry and Prose that he loves his
country a lot and want to stay connected. He is
successfully doing so through his writings.”

(Daily The Nation Book Review)
Along with that, he is not only adored by his fans in
Pakistan and around the globe but also he is an
inspiring figure among the youngsters too. Amir has a
strong grip over seven languages E.g. Russian, English,
Japanese, Spanish, Persian, Including his national
language Urdu and his regional language Punjabi. Amir
himself has translated the selected poetry pieces of the
the legendary spanish writers, Pablo Neruda and The
Nobel Prize winner Gabriel Mistral; in Urdu language
and launched that translated book in Pakistan. Pakistan
is profoundly grateful and blessed to have Amir Bin Ali;
It is just because of his dedication and talent we can see
Urdu Literature alive inPakistan even in this era as well.
About the Introduction to this Book ; it is important to
mention that,
This is a book of selected and classic poetry pieces of
Amir Bin Ali which were originally written by him in Urdu
language and now for the very first time these pieces
are translated in English and Russian language for the
readers around the globe and in Russia.
These poems are translated by Victoria Lee,Kurochkin
Evgeny Semenovich,Dr. Anna Savitskaya& Hira Ijaz.
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Введение

Амир бин Али - выдающийся поэт и интеллектуал из
Пакистана, живущий в Японии. Он стал сердцем
каждого любителя литературы урду благодаря своим
произведениям, его словам и его книгам с 1998 года,
когда была выпущена его первая книга. С тех пор
Амир бин Али оказал огромное положительное
влияние на читателей и писателей в его стране и во
всех других местах, где говорят и понимают язык
урду. Амир бин Али также является главным
редактором ежемесячного литературного журнала
«Arxang», который выходит в Лахоре и доступен в
любом книжном магазине по всему Пакистану, а так
же в интернете, он охватывает все части
литературного общества в Пакистане. Амир так же
пишет и прозу. На сегодняшний день он выпустил
девять книг. Амира обожают многие легендарные
личности в Пакистане, он так же получил много
комплиментов от печатных и электронных СМИ.
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«Express Tribune» является первой английской
газетой в Пакистане, и вот что они опубликовали об
Амире в своей газете: «Амир бин Али - один из
лучших поэтов молодого поколения, появившихся в
последнее десятилетие».
Не смотря на то, что Амир находится вдалеке от
своей родины он не теряет связь с ней и не забывает
её историю, это видно из его поэзии. Он любит свою
страну и очень связан с ней. Наряду с этим, его
обожают не только его фанаты в Пакистане,но и во
всём мире он является вдохновляющей фигурой
среди молодежи. Амир хорошо владеет семью
языками- русский, английский, японский, испанский,
персидский, включая его национальный язык урду и
его родной язык панджаби. Амир сам перевел
произведения легендарных испанских писателей
Пабло Неруды и лауреата Нобелевской премии
Габриэль Мистраль на язык урду и выпустил
эту книгу у себя на родине, за что Пакистан ему
благодарен .
О введении в эту книгу;важно отметить, чтоЭта книга
избранных поэтических произведений Амира бин Али,
которые были первоначально написаны им на языке
урду, и теперь впервые эти произведения
переведены на английский и русский языки для
читателей по всему миру.Эти произведения поэзии
переводят Виктория Ли, Курочкин Евгений
Семенович,Анна Савицкая и Хира Эджаз.
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Infinite Sorrow

Destiny has no more happiness for me
No luck, no cheers to offer me anymore,
Seems like fate has forgotten to solace me;
My heart is filled with tragedies and pain
Accompanied by infinite sorrow,
Sorrows of departed beloved and
Rest of of the world

�ɟ䁩�ɟ댳䁡�ɟ��� ���䁩�ɚ

�ɝɨ �ɟɧɨ ɧɟɤ �ɟɝɱ�ɟ ��은�ɤɱɨ � �ɟɟɥ ���ɧ�
��ɟ�ɱ �ɟɟ�ɟ �ɟ���은 ɢɟɧɤ�ɟɝ��Āɟɤ ��Ā�ɤɱ,
��Ā�ɤɱ ɟ� Ā�ɟ��ɟɥ ɝ唐���
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Strange Hope

This all may seem very simple,
very ordinary
But see, I still remember
The lovely little Details of our time together
Maybe you remember too?
Those tiny Little acts of amity;
But it is also possible that being
lost in the speed of time
You might have forgotten this all,
You may not remember anything at all
But I still remember Everything
Maybe you too
I hope you remember too?
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���ɟ���

�ɤɟ ��ɟ �ɟ�ɟɤ �ɟɢ은�은ɤɱ�ɨ ɟ�ɟɧɱ ��ɟ�ɤɫ�,
ɟ�ɟɧɱ ɟ�ɫ�ɟɧɧɫ�,
�ɟ �ɧ은ɟ�ɱ,
ɨ ��ɟ ɟ香䁛 �ɟ�ɧ唐 ɤɟ �ɧ�ɧɟ�ɟɧ�ɨ ��ɟ�ɟ�ɟɧɧɫɟ ��ɟ�ɤɟ
�ɟ�ɟɤ,
ɤɫ ɤɟ�ɟ �ɟ�ɧ��ɱ?
�ɟ, �ɟ��ɟ�ɧɟ,
�ɟɤɟ�ɨ����ɱ � �ɢɟ�ɟ�ɤ� ��ɟ�ɟɧ�
�ɫ, �ɟɝ�ɧɟ �ɫɤɱ,
�은�ɫɝ은 ��ɟ �ɤɟ,
�ɟɝ�ɧɟ �ɫɤɱ,
ɤɫ � �ɟ��ɟ ɧ��ɟ�ɟ ɧɟ �은�ɟ�ɧ�ɝ은
�ɟ ɨ �ɟ ��o �ɟ� �ɟ�ɧ唐,
A ɤɫ ?
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Night Waiting for someone

On cold winter nights,
When even the time is standstill,
frozen and cold,
And during the events of love
Desires still remain
Rays await;
One strange passenger
in a cold breeze
is fighting to support the outbreak of passion
Oh dear! Please don't put your head on
cold shoulders in order to scream,
or to cry;
Do not be sad! do not be sad!
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�ОЧЬ В ОЖИДА�ИИ КОГО-ТО

� oɟɝɟ�ɧɫɟ ���ɧ�ɟ ɧɟ��,
�ɟ��은 ��ɟ�ɨ ɟ香䁛 �ɤĀ�䁛ɧɟɟ,
И � �ɟ�ɫɤ�ɨo ɝ唐���
Жɟɝ은ɧ�ɨ ɟ香䁛 ɟ�ɤ은唐ɤ�ɨ
�Ā�� ɟ���은ɧ�ɨ
О�ɧɟ�ɟ �ɤ�은ɧɧɟ�ɟ �은��은���은
� oɟɝɟ�ɧɫ� �ɟɤɟ�ɢɟ� …. �ɟ�唐ɤ�ɨ,
Чɤɟ�ɫ �ɟ��ɟ��은ɤɱ ���ɫoɧĀ��Ā唐 �ɤ�은�ɤɱ
Пɟ�은ɝĀɥ�ɤ은,
ɧɟ ɢɝ은�� ��ɟ唐 �ɟɝɟ�Ā
�은 oɟɝɟ�ɧɫɟ �ɝɟ�� �ɝɨ ɤɟ�ɟ,
�ɤɟ�ɫ ɢ���은ɤɱ,
�ɝɨ ɤɟ�ɟ,�ɤɟ�ɫ �ɝ은ɢ은ɤɱ
�ɟ ��Ā�ɤ� ,…ɧɟ ��Ā�ɤ�
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There is such beauty in December

And to me December seems merely excellent
Some days and even months are dissolved in memory,
but from my memory
December can never ever tear apart

К�� �댳ɟ�ɟ п�ɟ���䁩댳ɟ�ɟ � �ɟ��б�ɟ

И �은�ɟ �ɟɢ은��ɱ ɢ은�ɟɤ�ɨ ��ɟ�ɟ�oɟ�ɧɫ�
Р은�ɤ�ɟ�䁛ɧɧɫɟ � �ɟɟɥ �은�ɨɤ� ɧɟɢɟɤɟ�ɫɟ �ɧ� � �은�ɟ
�ɟ�ɨ�ɫ,
�ɟ �은�ɝĀ��ɤ �은�ɟ �ɟɢ은��ɱ
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Tragedy

This time the cold nights of winters
came in a certain way
that Heartbeats became frosty

Т���ɟ�и�

�은 �ɤɟɤ �은� oɟɝɟ�ɧɫɟ ���ɧ�ɟ
ɧɟ�� ɧ은�ɤĀ��ɝ� ɟ��ɟ�ɟɝɟɧɧɫ� ɟ��은�ɟ�,
� �ɟ���ɟ��ɟɧ�ɟ �ɤ은ɝɟ �ɟ�ɟ�ɧɫ�
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Chains On My Legs

I am not sure at all
Whether i will be able to complete
The journey throughout my life or not,
Do not know if i will reach my intended goal
Again and again i get to face new
questions about existence,
Every now and then during the way
New reasoning and doubt appears;
This all slows down my journey
And sadly there is no one to
answer these questions
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Цɟпи 댳� �ɟих 댳ɟ��х

Я ɧɟ Ā�ɟ�ɟɧ �은ɢɟɧ�Ā ɝ� ɨ �Āɤɟ�ɟ�ɤ��ɟ
��ɟɥ ��ɟɟɥ ���ɧ� �ɝ� ɧɟɤ,
�ɟɥ�Ā ɝ� ɨ �ɟ ɧ은�ɟ�ɟɧɧɟɥ �ɟɝ�.
�ɧɟ�ɱ � �ɧɟ�ɱ ɨ ɟɢ은�ɫ�은唐�ɱ
�ɟ�ɟ� ɧɟ�ɫ�� �ɟ��ɟ�은��,
Пɟɨ�ɝɨ唐ɤ�ɨ ɧɟ�ɫɟ �은��Ā��ɟɧ�ɨ
�ɤɟ �은�ɟ�ɝɨɟɤ �ɟɥ �Āɤɱ
И ɧɟɤ ɧ� ɢɟ�ɟ ,
ɢɤɟ �ɟ� �ɫ ɟɤ�ɟɤ�ɤɱ ɧ은 �ɤ� �ɟ��ɟ�ɫ
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Converse with a Star

It was already around midnight
When a single star told me “goodbye!”
It said “Goodbye, my friend!
I want to go and sleep”
It also said me that“you too lie down in your bed and go
to sleep”
“tomorrow we will meet here again.”
I smiled when i heard these words
and answered the star that
“one who leaves someone here once,
never comes back again;
I am sure that you will not return here tomorrow.”
After hearing my words the star paused and said
“Hark! my friend,
How is it possible for me
to make a promise and not fulfill it ?
Do not forget that i am a star,
not a human being who makes a promise
even after knowing that it cannot be fulfilled
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ДИАЛОГ

�ɤɟ �ɫɝɟ Ā�ɟ ɟɢɟɝɟ �ɟɝĀɧɟ��,
�ɟ��은 ɟ��ɧɟɢ은ɨ ��ɟ��은 �ɧɟ �ɟ�ɟ��ɝ은:
«П�ɟ香은ɥ!» Оɧ은 �ɢ은�은ɝ은 �ɧɟ :
«П�ɟ香은ɥ,�ɟɥ ��Ā�!...Я Ā�ɟ oɟ�Ā ��은ɤɱ,
�ɟ���ɱ � ɤɫ � ��ɟ唐 ɢ�ɟ�은ɤɱ � ���.
З은�ɤ�은 �ɫ �ɧɟ�은 ��ɟ�ɱ ��ɤ�ɟɤ���ɨ».
Я Āɝɫ�은ɝ�ɨ ,ɢɟ��은 �ɝĀ�은ɝ ɟ䁛 �ɝɟ�은
И ɟɤ�ɟɤ�ɝ ɟɥ :
«�ɤɟ �ɟɢ��은ɟɤ ɟ�ɧ은��ɫ ,
ɧ�ɢɟ��은 �ɧɟ�은 ɧɟ �ɟ���은香은ɟɤ�ɨ .
Я Ā�ɟ�ɟɧ ,�ɤɟ �은�ɤ�은 ɤɫ ɧɟ �ɟ�ɧ䁛��ɨ».
… У�ɝɫ�은� �ɟɧɨ,
��ɟ��은 ���ɟ�ɤ은ɧɟ��ɝ은�ɱ � �ɢ은�은ɝ은:
-«Пɟ�ɝĀ�은ɥ �ɟɧɨ,��Ā��香ɟ ,
�은��ɟ �ɤɟ �ɟ��ɟ�ɧɟ ,�ɤɟ�ɫ
ɨ ɟ�ɟ香은ɝ은 � ɧɟ �ɫ�ɟɝɧɨɝ은?
�ɟ �은�ɫ�은ɥ .�ɤɟ ɨ … ɧɟ �ɟɝɟ�ɟɢ».
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Collateral Spring

All old wounds of heart and soulblossoms like flowers,it
seems like they have healedwith the passage of time
Yet many more fresh wounds
adds up every time,
Moreover, my loved ones and people
Who are close to my heart
Always leave me in the spring season,
It sounds very peculiar but it seems
Like spring does not suit me very well
Season of blooms brings
tragedies to me every time
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�РИХОД ВЕС�Ы (ВОЗРОЖДЕ�ИЕ ВЕС�Ы)

�ɟ��ɟ��ɝ��ɱ �ɤ은�ɫɟ �은ɧɫ ,
Пɟɨ��ɝɟ�ɱ �ɧɟ�ɟ ɧɟ�ɫo
У ɤɟ�ɟ, ɢɤɟ �ɟ��ɝ �은ɢ�ɫɤɱ �ɟ���ɟ
Я �ɟɤɟ�ɨɝ ɟ䁛 � �ɤɟ ��ɟ�ɨ �ɟ�은
�ɤɟ ��ɟ�ɨ �ɟ�은 ɧ�ɢɟ��은 ɧɟ �ɫɝɟ �ɟ�� ɝ唐���ɫ�.
(�ɟ�ɧĀ ɨ ɧ�ɢɟ��은 ɧɟ ɝ唐��ɝ)
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I Miss You So Much

I have always heard
coming from the folk wisdom
That time is the cure for all the
wounds in the world,
Hence i do believe and hope
that time has a healing magic;
The wounds that you left me with
Will heal one day too.
It may take some extra time
But eventually the scars
will disappear too
But a peculiar thing has
developed within me along the way;
If i get hurt from anyone or from anywhere,
In Every tragedy and moment of sorrow
I miss you so much
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О䁡ɟ댳ɚ 䁩��䁡�ю пɟ Тɟбɟ

��ɟ�ɨ �ɫɝɟ���은ɟɤ ɢ은��Ā唐 �은ɧĀ
�ɤɟ-ɤɟ, �ɤɟ Ā �ɟɧɨ ��ɟ��은 ɟ�ɤɱ � �Ā�ɟɤ
��ɤɱ �은ɧ�, �ɤɟ �ɟ� �은ɧɫ �은���Āɤ �은ɧɟ �ɝ� �ɟ��ɧɟ
�ɟ ɤɟ�ɟ�ɱ ф은ɢɤ��ɟ�ɢ�, ɢ은��은ɨ ɧɟ�은ɨ ɤ�은�ɟ��ɨ,
ɢ은��ɟɟ ɧɟ�ɟɟ �ɤ�은�은ɧ�ɟ ɟ�ɤ은�ɝɨɟɤ �은ɧɫ
�ɟ�은�����ɟ ɟɤ ɤɟ�ɟ,
ɢ은ɢ ����ɫ�은唐ɤ ɟɧ� � �ɟ唐 ���ɧɱ,
Оɧ� ɧ은�ɟ��ɧ은唐ɤ �ɧɟ ɟ ��Б�....ɤɟɝɱɢɟ ɟ ��Б�
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Sweetheart

When the rainfall of pain stops
And the heartbeat of time freezes,
Then come to wake-up the asleep scars
Thus you come!
Or the loneliness over your shoulders
Calls and knocks the door
then do not worry at all
Thus you come!
Come and leave after telling about your fears
And after increasing my pains,
Thus you come!
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Вɟзлюблɟ댳댳��

�ɟ��은 �ɟ��ɱ �� �ɟɝ� ��ɟɢ�은香은ɟɤ�ɨ
И �ɟ���ɟ��ɟɧ�ɟ Ā��ɟɢ은��은ɟɤ�ɨ,
�ɟ��은 ���oɟ���ɱ ɤɫ,
Чɤɟ�ɫ �은��Ā��ɤɱ ��ɨ香�ɟ �은ɧɫ
�ɫ ��ɟ��은 ɤ은ɢ ���oɟ���ɱ
�ɤɟ ɟ��ɧɟ�ɟ�ɤ�ɟ ɧ은 ɤ�ɟ�o �ɝɟ�은o �ɟ�䁛ɤ
� �ɤĀ��ɤ � �ɟ唐 ��ɟ�ɱ
�ɟ��은 ɧɟ �ɟɝɧĀɥ�ɨ, ɢɟ��은 ���oɟ���ɱ
П��oɟ��!
И Āoɟ�� �ɟ�ɝɟ, ɤɟ�ɟ,
ɢ은ɢ �은��ɢ은�ɟ�ɱ ɟ ��ɟ�o �ɤ�은o은o
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Poetry

Some star that would land as a word
On a soft cotton like paper
And shine like a sparkling lamp;
then twinkle in the dusky night
Which would show way to the
wanderers and lost,
Which would land in eyes and also in soul,
Appeals heart of people in grief,
Thus then i will believe that it is
a piece of poetry
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�ɟэзи�

�ɟɢ은ɨ ��ɟ��은,
ɢɟɤɟ�은ɨ ����ɟ�ɝ�ɤ�ɨ,
ɢ은ɢ �ɝɟ�ɟ ɧ은 �ɨ�ɢ�ɥ ɝ��ɤ �Ā�은��,
И ��ɨɟɤ, ɢ은ɢ ��ɟ�ɢ은唐香은ɨ ɝ은��은,
З은ɤɟ� �ɟ��은ɟɤ � �Ā�ɟ�ɟ�ɧɟɥ ɤɟ�ɧɟɤɟ,
Уɢ은�ɫ�은ɨ �Āɤɱ �ɤ�은ɧɧ�ɢ은� � �ɟɤɟ�ɨ�����ɨ
Оɧ은 ����ɟ�ɝ�ɤ�ɨ � �ɝ은�은o � � �Ā�ɟ,
����ɫ�은ɨ �ɟ��은 ɢ �ɟ�은ɝ�
Я �Ā�Ā �ɟ��ɤɱ,
�ɤɟ �ɤɟ �은�ɤɱ �ɟ����
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Let's Go Back In Past

What is our present?
How will our tomorrow pass?
Feels like all the thoughts of the World are piled up;
Come on let's choose some
Moments from the desert of past
So that the heart can
feel temporary happiness
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Д���й �ɟ�댳ɟ�䁩� � п�ɟшлɟɟ

�은ɢɟ�ɟ ɧ은�ɟ ɧ은�ɤɟɨ香ɟɟ?
�은ɢ�� �Ā�ɟɤ ɧ은�ɟ �Ā�Ā香ɟɟ?
ЧĀ��ɤ�Ā唐 ,
�ɤɟ ��ɟ �ɫ�ɝ� ��Āɤ은ɧɫ
�은�은ɥ �ɫ�ɟ�ɟ� ɝĀ���ɟ
�ɟ�ɟɧɤɫ �� �Ā�ɤɫɧ� ��ɟ�ɝɟ�ɟ,
Чɤɟ�ɫ �ɟ���ɟ ɟ香Āɤ�ɝɟ ��ɟ�ɟɧɧɟɟ ��은�ɤɱɟ
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Moonlight

Sudden pain is felt
When the moon comes out,
A visage emerges
In the extinguishing eyes,
And every forgotten sorrow
Starts to like a fresh one

Л���yo ��e�

В�iзẪm�Ẫя �叐л� 叐щcщẪiь�я,
u叐㘷�Ẫ �нᓿ叐�Sь �c�Ẫ
В m叐ьcᓿ香Sᓿ 㘷лẪзẪᓿ m叐я�ляiь�я лSt叐,
И uẪ��Ẫя зẪ�ньẪя miɱẪл� �ẪɱS�Ẫiь �нь�, uẪu �叐�Ẫя
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Storm

It seems that The wind disliked what The citizens said to
it;Hence the zephyr became furious

Б�ɧ⥸

�Ẫ�iь�я, ɱь叐 �iьрc �i m叐�рẪ�Sл叐�� ь叐,
ɱь叐 �uẪзẪлS i�c л晦�S, з�ẪɱSь 叐�
mрS香iл � яр叐�ь�
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Nostalgia

After a really long time
I opened the book of past in my mind
So many faces floated in front of my eyes
A rainbow of people crossed my mind
Galaxy of friends were there
Many names touched my heart;
There was a page in the book of past
Which was written with tears
Covered with blood and breached dreams
That was the most precious
page in the whole book
And the title of that page was “companionship”
Some more tears filled up in my eyes;
I failed to go further and
afterwards i closed that book
I got lost in the memories of the love of my life
How beautiful life would be if
I had accompanied her?’
I know it is just a thought,
Glimpses of our golden days played with
My heart for a long time and
At some point i miserably fell asleep
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ВОСПОМИ�А�ИЯ

ВɱiрẪ,u叐㘷�Ẫ c�i mр叐香л叐 ��叐㘷叐 �рi�i�S ,
Я ��叐�� 叐ьuрнл u�S㘷c �叐�m叐�S�Ẫ�Sй,
��叐㘷叐 лSt mр叐香л叐 miрi� �叐S�S 㘷лẪзẪ�S ,
��叐㘷叐 S�ё� ��i ��m叐��Sл叐��,
ɱь叐 mрS香лS ��i �Ẫ �iр�ti,
���Ẫ 叐�叐�Ẫя �ьрẪ�StẪ ьẪu �i �нлẪ � �ь叐й u�S㘷i,
��Ẫ �нлẪ �ẪmS�Ẫ�Ẫ �лiзẪ�S,
��Ẫ S�iлẪ �Ẫз�Ẫ�Si «………»
Эь叐 �нлẪ �нлẪ �Ẫ�Ẫя ti��Ẫя �ьрẪ�StẪ
�叐 �i�u叐л�u叐 mр叐лSьнᓿ �лёз �Ẫ �c�Ẫ㘷c
��i �i �Ẫ�ẪлS ɱSьẪь� �Ẫл�香i
Я �叐р叐л�я �叐 �лiзẪ�S S
ЗẪuрнл u�S㘷c �叐�m叐�S�Ẫ�Sй .
Я m叐ьiрял�я � �叐�m叐�S�Ẫ�Sяᓿ 叐 ьi�i :
�Ẫu �н я �нл �ɱẪ�ьлS�,i�лS �н…….
И я c��cл � ьi�S �н�ля�S 叐 ьi�i
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Mother

The full moon of autumn
A cloud in the desert
dousing the summer heat
Water of a lake
Sun in the winter
Rain in the spring afternoon;
Brightness of the dawn and
calmness of the dusk
Aroma of the soil;
Sunset in the mountains
Lillies, tulips and roses
Cuckoos singing some
New stories,
All the wealth, birds,
Forests and rivers
Nothing is as Beauteous as Mother;
Mother is the most precious gift of nature
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М���

П叐л�Ẫя лc�Ẫ 叐�i�S
��лẪuẪ � mc�ьн�i � лiь�Sй �i��
В叐�н 叐зёр
�叐л�ti зS�叐й
Д叐��� � �i�i��Sй �i��
Ярu叐�ь� рẪ���iьẪ S �m叐u叐й�ь�Si �c�iрiu Ар叐�Ẫь
m叐ɱ�н
ЗẪuẪь � 㘷叐рẪᓿ
�SлS, ь晦л�mẪ�н S р叐зн
Пi��S ucuc香uS
�叐�Ẫя S�ь叐рSя,
��i �叐㘷Ẫь�ь�叐
ПьSt, лi�叐�, рiu
�Sɱь叐 ьẪu �i uрẪ�S�叐,uẪu �Ẫ�Ẫ
В �Sрi �Ẫ�Ẫ -�Ẫ�нй �рẪ㘷叐ti��нй m叐�Ẫр叐u mрSр叐�н
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My Dear

Love is our principle my dear,
Everything else is superfluous my dear

What shall i tell you about the
reason of destruction,
Everything is acceptable to me my dear

Why are there tears in everyone else’s eyes ?
When sadness is in my heart, my dear
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М�⥸ ��ɧ���⥸

�晦�叐�� �ь叐 �Ẫ香 mрS�tSm,
�叐я �叐р叐㘷Ẫя
В�ё 叐�ьẪл��叐i � Sз叐�SлSS,
�叐я �叐р叐㘷Ẫя
Чь叐 ��i �uẪзẪь� 叐 mрSɱS�Ẫᓿ рẪзрc香i�Sя
Я ��i mрS�S�Ẫ晦,
�叐я �叐р叐㘷Ẫя
П叐ɱi�c c u叐㘷叐-ь叐 �лiзн �Ẫ 㘷лẪзẪᓿ?
�叐㘷�Ẫ 㘷рc�ь� � �叐i� �iр�ti, �叐я �叐р叐㘷Ẫя
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Matchless

Since many days i am in search of
Something that is similar to your eyes,
That i may have seen somewhere in my life
Or maybe read about or heard of;
Something that is stunning as your eyes
So that i can make it an example
Since many days i am wondering
But every time the result of
wondering comes the same,
That in this old and poor world
The eyes that are similar to your eyes
Are only your exquisite eyes
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�e�ɧ���e��yo

� ьiᓿ m叐р,
uẪu ��叐㘷叐 ��iй я � m叐S�uẪᓿ ɱi㘷叐-ь叐,
Чь叐 m叐ᓿ叐�i �Ẫ ь�叐S 㘷лẪзẪ,
Чь叐 я �S�iл 㘷�i-ь叐 � �Sз�S
ИлS �叐�iь ɱSьẪл SлS �лн香Ẫл 叐� �ь叐�
Чь叐-ь叐, ɱь叐 �iлSu叐лim�叐,
uẪu ь�叐S 㘷лẪзẪ
Чь叐�н я �叐㘷 ��iлẪь� �ь叐 mрS�iр叐�
� ьiᓿ m叐р, uẪu ��叐㘷叐 ��iй ��i л晦�叐mнь�叐
�叐 ��i㘷�Ẫ рiзcл�ьẪь л晦�叐mнь�ь�Ẫ 叐�S� S ь叐ь �i
Чь叐 � �ьẪр叐� S �i��叐� �Sрi
ГлẪзẪ, u叐ь叐рнi m叐ᓿ叐�S �Ẫ ь�叐S 㘷лẪзẪ
Эь叐 ь叐л�u叐 ь�叐S 㘷лẪзẪ
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Couldn’t Even Say It

I was such a coward
And juvenile too,
You were very brave
And heart of the gathering too,
Also the heartbeat of a single heart
of hundreds and thousands of people
I was such a coward
Couldn’t even say it,
that I can sacrifice my life for you
My beloved you are too pretty
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�e ���� �ɧ�и��e��и

Я �нл �叐л叐� S ьрc�лS�
�н �нлẪ 叐ɱi�� ᓿрẪ�р叐й
�ьcu ь�叐i㘷叐 �iр�tẪ, uẪu �ьcu
�叐ь�S �iр�it
Я �нл ьẪuS� ьрc�叐�,
�i �叐㘷 �Ẫ�i �uẪзẪь�,
Чь叐 �叐㘷c m叐�iрь�叐�Ẫь� ��叐iй �Sз��晦 рẪ�S ьi�я
�叐я л晦�叐��,
ьн �лS香u叐� ᓿ叐р叐香Ẫ
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Migration

The promise which i made to you
is going to fulfill today,
My stay in your town is concluded
It was my ritual to pass through your avenue
Every morning and evening;
Tomorrow you will not find my name
In the list of the dwellers of this town
I am standing on your premises to have
A look for the last time at your home
And surroundings
With a breached heart and teary eyes,
Along with best wishes i am wishing eternity
of love to you and your neighborhood;
Here is my last salute to your town!
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�ХОД

��iщẪ�Si, u叐ь叐р叐i я �Ẫл ВẪ�,
�叐�SрẪ晦�� Внm叐л�Sь� �i㘷叐��я
�叐i mрi�н�Ẫ�Si � ВẪ香i� Г叐р叐�i зẪu叐�ɱSл叐��
�叐й рSьcẪл �нл:
mр叐йьS ɱiрiз ВẪ香c cлStc
Уьр叐 S �iɱiр叐�
ЗẪ�ьрẪ, Вн �i �Ẫй�iьi �叐i S�я � �mS�ui
ЖSьiлiй �ь叐㘷叐 㘷叐р叐�Ẫ,
�叐 я зẪ�iр�c�� ,
ɱь叐�н � m叐�лi��Sй рẪз �з㘷ля�cь�
�Ẫ ВẪ香 �叐�
�叐S 㘷лẪзẪ m叐л�н 㘷叐ря S �лёз
�ẪSлcɱ香ii m叐�iлẪ�Si �ля ВẪ� -
ЖiлẪ晦 ��iй 叐uрc㘷i ВẪ香iй �iɱ�叐й л晦��S
П叐�лi��ii mрS�iь�ь�Si ВẪ香i�c 㘷叐р叐�c
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Guide to Water

Water comes and it goes
All the time it flows,
It makes its own way to flow
But i have a question in my mind!
Who guides the passage to
the flowing water?
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Ги� ��⥸ ���y

В叐�Ẫ mрSᓿ叐�Sь S cᓿ叐�Sь,
В�ё �рi�я ьiɱiь,
��Ẫ �iлẪiь ��叐S �叐��ь�i��нi mcьS u m叐ь叐uc
И c �i�я i�ь� �叐mр叐� � �叐iй 㘷叐л叐�i,
�ь叐 �i�iь mлẪ��c晦 �叐�c u m叐ь叐uc?
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I Long For You

I have always heard that
The time cures every wound,
There is a chance that
sooner or later
My wounds will heal too;
But up till now as a matter of fact,
Every new tragedy, suffering and wound
No matter how it invades my life,
Reminds me of you,
only you
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О�e�ɚ �����ю �� Тe�e

Врi�я �нлiɱS�Ẫiь uẪ��c晦 рẪ�c
Эь叐 ь叐, ɱь叐 c �i�я ��i㘷�Ẫ i�ь� S �c�iь
Е�ь� 香Ẫ��,
ɱь叐 �叐S рẪ�н �c�cь зẪ�S�Ẫь� рẪ�叐 SлS m叐з��叐
�叐 ьimiр� фẪuьSɱi�uS, uẪ��Ẫя �叐�Ẫя ьрẪ㘷i�Sя,
�ьрẪ�Ẫ�Si 叐�ьẪ�ля晦ь рẪ�н
�iзẪ�S�S�叐 叐ь ь叐㘷叐,
uẪu mрS�н�Ẫ晦ь 叐�S � �叐晦 �Sз��
�Ẫm叐�S�Ẫ晦ь ��i 叐 �ЕБЕ....
ь叐л�u叐 �Ы
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Revolution

It was very staggering for me
When i heard that you, my friend
All alone in gloomy nights
Walk on the vacant streets and lonely roads
Beneath the shadow of stars;
That you love to sit on the rooftop
All alone in silence
I wish i could meet you because
I have a question for you
How did you befriend the stars and nights?
You were always afraid of the
darkness of dusk
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Рe���юiи⥸

Эь叐 �iй�ь�Sьiл��叐 �нл叐 c�S�Sьiл��叐 �ля �i�я,
�叐㘷�Ẫ я c�лн香Ẫл �叐�叐�ьS 叐 ьi�i �叐й �рc㘷,
Чь叐 ьн ьё��н�S �叐ɱẪ�S
� m叐л�叐� 叐�S�叐ɱi�ь�i 㘷cляi香�
m叐 mc�ьн� cлStẪ� S 叐�S�叐uS� �叐р叐㘷Ẫ�
П叐� ьi��晦 з�iз�,
ьн л晦�S香� �S�iь� �Ẫ �iр香S�i uрн香S � ьS香S�i
��i �Ẫл�, ɱь叐 я �i �叐㘷c ��ьрiьSь� ьi�я,
m叐ь叐�c ɱь叐 c �i�я i�ь� �叐mр叐� u ьi�i
�Ẫu ьн �ьẪл �рc㘷叐� з�iз� S �叐ɱS?
Вi�� рẪ��香i ьн S�iл 叐�нu�叐�i�Si
�叐яь��я ьi��叐ьн S �c�рẪuẪ
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Failed to Forget

How phenomenal were those days
and nights that we spent together
whilst we were in love,
Eternal beauty of the places we
visited hand in hand,
Indelible elation of life during our intimacy
I cannot forget the pain either
When the time came for us to depart
for different avenues of life,
Yet seems to me one of the utmost
difficult moments of my life,
A moment that has left a scar,
not on the body but on the soul and heart
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�e�������� ���y�ɚ

�Ẫu mрiuрẪ��н �нлS ьi ��S S �叐ɱS,
ɱь叐 �н mр叐�叐�SлS ��i�ьi,
�叐㘷�Ẫ �н �нлS �л晦�лi�н
Бi�u叐�iɱ�Ẫя uрẪ�叐ьẪ �i�ь,
Г�i �н �нлS, �iр�Ẫ�� зẪ рcuS
И �iзẪ�н�Ẫi�叐i �ɱẪ�ь�i �Sз�S � �лSз叐�ьS
�叐 �叐л� я ь叐�i �i �叐㘷c зẪ�нь�,
ПрS香л叐 �рi�я �Ẫ� ��iр�cь�
�Ẫ рẪз�нi �Sз�i��нi mcьS,
Эь叐 ��i iщё uẪ�iь�я ��i �Ẫ�н�S
ьрc��н�S �叐�i�ьẪ�S �Sз�S.
�叐�i�ьẪ�S,
u叐ь叐рнi 叐�ьẪ�ля晦ь 香рẪ�н �i �Ẫ ьiлi,
Ẫ �Ẫ �c香i S �iр�ti
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An Evening Of Solitude

Evening brings sadness everyday
The gloomy shadows on the walls of my house
brings grief along with the sorrow
of my fallen friends, lost love
and nostalgia of the past
They all come combined after
sunset to knock my door,
and their knock makes me sad
Breached dreams and
memories of broken promises
are also accompanied with them
All together they knock on the door
of my soul to make me weep;
although i have been always lonely,
yet the evening intensifies
the feeling of loneliness
Sorrow, sadness
and sunset are gift to me
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Вe�eɧ ��и���e����

�Ẫ��нй �iɱiр mрS�叐�Sь � �叐�叐й 㘷рc�ь�
�ё��нi ьi�S �Ẫ �ьi�Ẫᓿ � �叐i� �叐�i mрS�叐�яь
miɱẪл�,
�叐mр叐�叐��Ẫя�� �u叐р��晦 叐 �叐Sᓿ c香i�香Sᓿ �рcз�яᓿ,
m叐ьiря��叐й л晦��S S �叐�ьẪл�㘷SS 叐 mр叐香л叐�
��S ��i�ьi mрSᓿ叐�яь m叐�лi зẪuẪьẪ,
�ьcɱẪ�� � �叐晦 ��iр�,
Иᓿ �ьcu зẪ�ьẪ�ляiь �i�я 㘷рc�ьSь�
�i��н�香Si�я �iɱьн S �叐�m叐�S�Ẫ�Sя
叐 �i��iр�Ẫ��нᓿ 叐�iщẪ�Sяᓿ mрSᓿ叐�яь � �S�S,
��S ��i �ьcɱẪь�я � ��iр� �叐iй �c香S,
зẪ�ьẪ�ляя �i�я mлẪuẪь�,
И ᓿ叐ья я ��i㘷�Ẫ �нл 叐�S�叐u,
�iɱiр c�SлS�Ẫiь ɱc��ь�叐 叐�S�叐ɱi�ь�Ẫ
�u叐р�� S miɱẪл� �ẪрSь ��i зẪuẪь
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When You Do Not Call

Maybe he is very busy
He might be along with his friends
Or perhaps some guests
have come to his home,
Also the telephone system is really bad here;
Thousands more excuses
i make in my heart for you,
For you only i do that!
Because you dwell in my heart,
It is never ever possible, says my heart
that you may have forgotten to call,
This is how i think when you do not call
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К���� �y �e ����иɪɚ ��e

�Ẫ�iр�叐i 叐�Ẫ �лS香u叐� зẪ�яьẪ,
В叐з�叐��叐 叐�Ẫ �叐 ��叐S�S �рcз�я�S,
А �叐�iь 㘷叐�ь� � iё �叐�i,
�叐�iь mр叐�ь叐 ɱь叐-ь叐 �лcɱSл叐�� �叐 ��яз�晦
Я �叐㘷c �ẪйьS ьн�яɱc 叐mрẪ��Ẫ�Sй
�S香� �ля ьi�я 叐��叐й
И ��ё m叐ь叐�c,
ɱь叐 ьн �S�ё香� � �叐ё� �iр�ti
�叐 �ь叐 ��ё �i ьẪu
�н mр叐�ь叐 зẪ�нлẪ ��i m叐з�叐�Sь�..
�iь, �iр�ti �叐i mлẪɱiь, �iь,
�i �叐�iь �нь�, ɱь叐� mр叐�ь叐 ьн зẪ�нлẪ
И ьẪu �ьрẪ�Ẫ晦 я uẪ��нй рẪз я,
u叐㘷�Ẫ ьн �i з�叐�S香�
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First Love Letter

I am scared
Why is it happening to me
I feel as there is a heart
in every part of my body,
I am getting nervous by my own heartbeat
I am afraid
I have just written the first word of the letter
And it took me several hours to write;
I have to write the first love letter,
My heart is curious
What would she think
when she gets my letter?
And what would she write me back?
I am fearful,
She has to say “Yes” anyway
She has to...?
I am scared, it can be otherwise
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Пeɧ��e �ю�����e �и�ɚ��

Я �叐晦��П叐ɱi�c �ь叐 mр叐S�ᓿ叐�Sь �叐 ��叐йЯ ɱc��ь�c晦
�ьcu �iр�tiВ uẪ��叐й ɱẪ�ьS �叐i㘷叐 ьiлẪ,Я �叐л�c晦��
叐ь ��叐i㘷叐 �iр�ti�Si�SяЯ �叐晦��Я �ẪmS�Ẫл miр�叐i
�л叐�叐 mS���ẪИ �ь叐 зẪ�ял叐 �i�u叐л�u叐 ɱẪ�叐���i
�c��叐 �ẪmS�Ẫь� miр�叐i л晦�叐��叐i mS���叐�叐ё
�iр�ti ᓿ叐ɱiь з�Ẫь�-Чь叐 叐�Ẫ m叐�c�Ẫiь, u叐㘷�Ẫ m叐лcɱSь
mS���叐И ɱь叐 叐�Ẫ �ẪmS香iь � 叐ь�iьЯ �叐晦��Вi�� ��i
рẪ��叐 叐�Ẫ ��i �uẪ�iь «�Ẫ»
��Ẫ �i�� �uẪ�iь?
Я �叐晦��, ɱь叐 �叐�iь �нь� S�Ẫɱi
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Dogma

Love
Nothing else but Love
Is principal of life
Yes my darling
Everything Else is superfluous
Do not listen to the Whole world`s Old crap
Listen to Your Heart
Pure & simple
Guided By the Love
Need No Reason to be in love
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Д����

�晦�叐��!
И �S ɱь叐 S�叐i uр叐�i л晦��S -
�ь叐 㘷лẪ��叐i � �Sз�S
ДẪ, �叐я �叐р叐㘷Ẫя,
��i 叐�ьẪл��叐i лS香�ii
�i �лc香Ẫй �i�� �Sр,
Ẫ �лc香Ẫй ��叐ё �iр�ti,
рcu叐�叐��ь�cя�� л晦�叐��晦
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Melody of Love

A new door opens
Feels as a discovery of an astonishing avenue
To an entirely new world
This planet earth seems
as a totally changed place
When somebody falls in love
Fountains of fresh sparkling water
Emerges from the barren
lands and remote desserts,
Nights are full of colorful lights in the sky,
Mornings are as a clear mirror
Where dew drops see their faces and feel shy
Life is disguised as flowers,
Every hue of flower is more
alluring than the previous one
Life takes a unique turn
to beauty and perfection
When somebody feels love for the first time
Birds fly as they always did
But now in the attire of purity
They sing the songs of eternity
Feels like some phenomenally mesmerizing sound of musical
instruments are being played; Contiguous with the other
side of the mountain, or up above in the air
By some invisible grand maestro
When somebody is truly in love
The lights of the dusk dances on the lips
Darkness of the night plays with the hair
Every stranger feels like a friend,
Every moment seems exceptional
When somebody loves someone
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�ɟлɟ�и� люб�и

�ьuрн�Ẫiь�я �叐�Ẫя ��iр�.Чc��ь�叐,
�c�ь叐 рẪз�i�ci香� c�S�Sьiл��нй mcь� u �叐�iр香i��叐
�叐�叐�c �Sрc
ПлẪ�iьẪ Зi�ля �S�Sь�я Ẫ��叐л晦ь�叐 m叐 S�叐�c,
u叐㘷�Ẫ uь叐-�S�c�� �л晦�ляiь�я,
Ф叐�ьẪ�н ��i�iй S�uрящSй�я �叐�н,
П叐я�ля晦ь�я Sз �i�mл叐��нᓿ зi�iл� S �ẪлёuSᓿ
mc�ьн��,
�叐ɱS m叐л�н рẪз�叐t�iь�нᓿ 叐㘷�iй � �i�i
Уьр叐, uẪu ɱS�ь叐i зiрuẪл叐,
Г�i uẪmлS р叐�н �S�яь Sᓿ лStẪ S ��iьяь�я
ЖSз�� �Ẫ�i�Ẫiь �Ẫ�uS рẪз�нᓿ t�iь叐�,
А uẪ��нй t�iьuẪ �叐лii uрẪ�S�, ɱi� mрi�н�cщSй
ЖSз�� �叐�iр香Ẫiь c�SuẪл��нй m叐�叐р叐ь u uрẪ�叐ьi S
�叐�iр香i��ь�c,
�叐㘷�Ẫ uь叐-ь叐 �л晦�ляiь�я � miр�нй рẪз
ПьStн лiьẪ晦ь uẪu S mрi��i,
�叐 �iйɱẪ� ��S m叐晦ь mi��S 叐 �i�u叐�iɱ�叐�ьS,
�Ẫu叐й-ь叐 «�i�лнᓿẪ��叐» mрiuрẪ��нй
�cзнuẪл��нй S��ьрc�i�ь S㘷рẪiь
�Ẫ 㘷рẪ�Sti � �рc㘷叐й �ь叐р叐�н 㘷叐р SлS � �叐з�cᓿi
�i�S�S�н� �iлSuS� �cзнuẪ�ь叐�
�叐㘷�Ẫ uь叐-ь叐 m叐-�Ẫ�ь叐ящi�c �л晦�лi�
��iь叐-ьi�� ьẪ�tciь �Ẫ 㘷c�Ẫᓿ,
�i��叐ьẪ �叐ɱS S㘷рẪiь � �叐л叐�Ẫ�S
�Ẫ��нй �iз�Ẫu叐�it uẪ�iь�я �рc㘷叐�
�Ẫ��нй �叐�i�ь uẪ�iь�я 叐�叐�i��н�,
�叐㘷�Ẫ uь叐-ь叐 л晦�Sь u叐㘷叐-ь叐.
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Love Story

The eyes are filled with tears
Since the subject of first love
has come to discussion,
Even if i start to express the moments
weSpent together in love
Even if i wish to write only the tiny bits
of the story of our inmost moments;
Yet the ocean of words
along with a human lifespan
would seem too short toexpress
the miracles of love
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И���ɧи⥸ �ю��и

ГлẪзẪ �Ẫm叐л�SлS�� �лiзẪ�S,
�Ẫu �ẪɱẪлS 叐��c��Ẫь� miр�c晦 л晦�叐��
ДẪ�i i�лS я �ẪɱS�Ẫ晦 ��m叐�S�Ẫь� �叐�i�ьн,
u叐ь叐рнi �н mр叐�iлS � л晦��S,
ДẪ�i i�лS я ᓿ叐ɱc �ẪmS�Ẫь�
ь叐л�u叐 uр叐ᓿ叐ь�нй uc�叐ɱiu
S�ь叐рSS �Ẫ香Sᓿ �叐uр叐�i��нᓿ �叐�i�ь叐�,
ДẪ�i 叐uiẪ� �л叐�, uẪu
S ɱiл叐�iɱi�uẪя �Sз�� uẪ�cь�я ��i
�лS香u叐� u叐р叐ьuS�S,
Чь叐�н �нрẪзSь� ɱc�i�Ẫ л晦��S
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Seasons of Heart

Each and ever particle of this dessert
Whispers into my ears and questions me;
Why are you so lonely ?
In such a huge wide world;
Oh! how shall i explain ?
That each and every moment of my life,
the fountain of someone’s love
Continuously flows in my heart
My heart is not lonely at all
It possess the memories of a charming doll
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Сe���y �eɧ�i�

�Ẫ��Ẫя ɱẪ�ьStẪ �ь叐й mc�ьн�S
Шimɱiь �Ẫ cᓿ叐 S �mрẪ香S�Ẫiь �i�я:
"П叐ɱi�c ьн ьẪu 叐�S�叐u?"
�Ẫu � ьẪu叐� �叐л�香叐� �Sрi 叐�ъя��Sь�,
ɱь叐 S�ь叐ɱ�Su ɱ�iй-ь叐 л晦��S
m叐�ь叐я��叐 ьiɱiь � �叐i� �iр�ti
�Ẫ��нй �叐�i�ь �Sз�S �叐ё �iр�ti
�叐��i� �i 叐�S�叐u叐,
叐�叐 S�iiь �叐�m叐�S�Ẫ�Sя 叐 ьi�i
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Love is a Miracle

A girl with eyes as lake
Whilst touching her silk like hair
And her hands which seemed as
They are made of sandalwood;
When she used to say with her red lips
That, love is a miracle in this world!
To me at that moment
Every word of her seemed true
I believed every thing shy told
As a perfect truth
Everyone says she was a liar
But i find it hard to believe the people
My heart says
the whole world is the falsifier
She was truthful
She was honest, only she
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Лю���ɚ - ��� ����

Дi�c香uẪ � 㘷лẪзẪ�S, uẪu 叐зiрẪ,
� �叐л叐�Ẫ�S, uẪu 香iлu,
А рcuS iё � Ẫр叐�Ẫь叐� �Ẫ��Ẫл叐�叐㘷叐 �iрi�Ẫ
O� 㘷叐�叐рSл ��叐S�S Ẫлн�S 㘷c�Ẫ�S,
Чь叐 л晦�叐�� - �ь叐 ɱc�叐 � �ь叐� �Sрi!!
Для �i㘷叐 � ьi �叐�i�ьн
�Ẫ��叐i �л叐�叐, �uẪзẪ��叐i i晦,uẪзẪл叐�� mрẪ��叐й,
�Ẫ��Ẫя �iщ�, u叐ь叐рc晦 叐�Ẫ 㘷叐�叐рSлẪ,叐� mрS�S�Ẫл,
uẪu S�ьS�c
В�i л㘷cь
��i ьрc��叐 �iрSь� л晦�я�
В�i, ɱь叐 я �лн香c - л叐��
Вi�� �Sр л�iь
�S香� 叐�Ẫ �нлẪ mрẪ��S�叐й,ь叐л�u叐 叐�Ẫ.
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Keep The Fire Burning

My friends
My comrades,
I do not know how many oceans
I crossed after leaving your company;
I am standing on a peculiar island now,
This island is so afar that if any bird takes a flight from
here, most probably
during the flight his wings would
breach before it reaches you
All the facts above are true but
Yet i firmly believe;
Keep the campfire burning
For that i shall return some night soon
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Дeɧ�и ����ɚ � ���e

Дрcз�я �叐S,
�叐S ь叐�ẪрSщS,
Я �i з�Ẫ晦 �u叐л�u叐 叐uiẪ�叐�
Я miрi香iл m叐�лi cᓿ叐�Ẫ Sз �Ẫ香iй u叐�mẪ�SS;
Я �ь叐晦 �Ẫ ��叐i叐�рẪз�叐� 叐�ьр叐�i �iйɱẪ�
Эь叐 叐�ьр叐�, uc�Ẫ �н �叐�iьi mрSлiьẪь�,
�叐 �Ẫ� mрSй�ёь�я m叐лẪ㘷Ẫь� �i �Ẫл叐 uрнл�i�,
mрi��i ɱi� �н �叐�ьS㘷�iь i㘷叐.
В�i �i я ь�iр�叐 �iр晦;
Дiр�Sьi u叐�ьiр 㘷叐рящS�
П叐ь叐�c, ɱь叐 я �u叐р叐 �iр�c��

С�хɧ��и �� ��ɧ���ɚ

Я 叐щcщẪ晦 �i�я �ьрẪ��н� 叐�ьр叐�叐�,
�Ẫ u叐ь叐рнй �лiьẪ晦ь�я рẪз�нi mьStн
�叐 �叐�рi�я m叐лёьẪ Sᓿ uрнл�я л叐�Ẫ晦ь�я
И 叐�S �i �叐㘷cь �叐�ьSɱ� �i�я.
И uẪu фẪuь - �ь叐 mрẪ��Ẫ.
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Your Company

How can i find an example
As beautiful
As your company,
There is nothing even slightly akin to
your company in this whole wide world

Т��⥸ ������и⥸

�Ẫu ��i �ẪйьS ьẪuc晦 �i u叐�mẪ�S晦,
uẪu ь�叐я?
�iь �S ɱi㘷叐 m叐ᓿ叐�i㘷叐 �Ẫ �iё �叐 ��ё�
�ь叐� 香SuẪр�叐� �Sрi
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December is Dear

If we divide the memories of love
In different months of calendar,
And have a look at the whole calendar
Thus we’ll find most of the memories
belonging to December

Ми�yo �e���ɧɚ

Е�лS рẪз�iлSь� �叐�m叐�S�Ẫ�Sя 叐 л晦��S
�Ẫ �i�� uẪлi��Ẫр�,
ь叐 �叐л�香i��ь�叐 Sз �Sᓿ mрSй�iь�я �Ẫ �iuẪ�р��Sлнй
�iuẪ�р�
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Valentine’s Day

Whatever the reason of our separation was,
But the whole world today
Holding in hands the roses of love
And re conforming the lovely relations;
I am here holding flowers in my cold hands
Standing quite, very quite
On a strange boulevard
With hope that maybe today
you may come to me
This fear is also burning in my heart
That its quite possible that this day this time
Might be different from the previous years,
These flowers that i am holding in my hands
With all their aroma
And the pride of beauty
might not be able to get the fragrance
of your beautiful hands
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В��e��и��� �e�ɚ

В�i �л叐�Ẫ рẪз�iлi�н �i㘷叐��я � �Sрi
Прi��Ẫз�Ẫɱi�Si
р叐з - �ь叐 л晦�叐�� S mрSз�Ẫ�Si � л晦��S.
Я �iр�c t�iьн � �叐Sᓿ ᓿ叐л叐��нᓿ рcuẪᓿ,
�叐 叐�S 叐�ьẪ晦ь�я ьẪuS�S �i.
� �Ẫ�i��Ẫ�S �Ẫ �i㘷叐��я香�Sй �i��-
�н mрSй�ё香� u叐 ��i.
ЭьẪ �Ẫ�i��Ẫ S �ь叐ь 叐㘷叐�� � �叐ё� �iр�ti
И �m叐л�i �叐з�叐��叐,
ɱь叐 � �ь叐ь �i�� S � �ь叐 �рi�я
В叐з�叐��叐 � mр叐香л叐� 㘷叐�c �нлS �рc㘷Si t�iьн,
S я �iр�Ẫл Sᓿ m叐-�рc㘷叐�c
В叐з�叐��叐 я �нл 㘷叐р� �ьS�,
�叐 я �Su叐㘷�Ẫ �i зẪ�c�c Ẫр叐�Ẫь ь�叐Sᓿ рcu.
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A Word of Prayer

By chance, i opened an old album today
Which had some snaps
from the good old days
Surprisingly there i found
an old unposted letter,
The script of that old letter was dim
and breached due to time
Next to that old letter,
I saw your visage in a picture,
the visage that has been ruling my heart
since the day i saw you
for the first time at the college campus
And there was a snap of me as well
from that season,
After seeing my own photo,
i then saw myself in the mirror,
Your imprint in my heart is the same
As it is in your snap
But the time has changed my visage
After seeing my visage in the mirror i thought
The time may have changed
your visage as well?
And whilst having this fear last night,
A prayer that i used to perform every night
A prayer of meeting you,
I forgot to perform that prayer last night;
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МОЛИТВА

�Ẫu 香Ẫ�� я 叐ьuрнл �ьẪрнй Ẫл��叐�
И �з㘷ля�cл �Ẫ ��S�uS
�рi�S �Sᓿ я c�S�iл mS���叐,
В u叐ь叐р叐� �л叐�Ẫ ��нлS 㘷叐�Ẫ,
А ря�叐� � �ьS� mS���叐� �нл ь�叐й ��S�叐u
И ɱь叐-ь叐 �з�р叐㘷�cл叐 � �叐ё� �iр�ti,
ь叐ɱ�叐 ьẪu �i, u叐㘷�Ẫ я �miр�нi c�S�iл ьi�я
Эь叐ь ��S�叐u �нл �叐 ��叐й �Ẫ �Ẫ香Sᓿ cр叐uẪᓿ
��叐й 叐�рẪз � �叐ё� �iр�ti 叐�ьẪл�я ьẪuS� �i,
uẪu S �Ẫ ��S�ui,
�叐 �рi�я 叐ɱi�� �Sл��叐 Sз�i�Sл叐 �叐ё лSt叐
П叐��叐ьрi� �Ẫ �i�я � зiрuẪл叐, я m叐�c�Ẫл:
«В叐з�叐��叐 �рi�я Sз�i�Sл叐 S ьi�я?»
И �ь叐 �нл叐, uẪu �ьрẪ香�нй �叐�
РẪ��香i я �叐лSл�я uẪ��c晦 �叐ɱ�,
Чь叐�н c�S�iь� ьi�я ��叐�Ẫ,
�叐 зẪ�нл ��iлẪь� �ь叐 mр叐香л叐й �叐ɱ�晦
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The whole truth

The complete truth ?
Nothing but the whole truth ?
O my love!
You will not be able to bear the burden
Neither will you be able to digest that
Nor you will be able to comprehend that
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В�⥸ �ɧ����

Х叐ɱi香� mрẪ��н?
�叐л�u叐 mрẪ��н?
O �叐я л晦�叐��,
�н �i �c�i香� � �叐�ь叐я�SS �н�i�ьS �ь叐,
�i ��叐�i香� mрS�яь� �ь叐
�i � ь�叐Sᓿ �SлẪᓿ m叐�ьSɱ� �ь叐
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Perhaps You Remember Too

Perhaps you remember too
It was some day of monsoon
In a really cold wind
Crystal like raindrops
were meeting the soft and
Multicolor flower branches
With such love and affection
They were trying to make
The song of love and fidelity,
So when you came in front of me
Wearing a yellow colored scarf,
Clothed in a yellow fine array
Holding yourself all together
Seated on the corner of sofa
Being a little shy
You were smiling and saying
“How are you ?”
This all may seem very simple, very ordinary
but see i still remember all!
Perhaps you remember too ?
It is also possible that due to
Being lost in the speed of time
You might have forgotten this all
Perhaps you don’t remember at all
But up till now i still remember all,
Perhaps you remember too ?
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В������� �y ���e ����иɪɚ

Эь叐 �нл �叐��лS�нй �i��
� 叐ɱi�� ᓿ叐л叐��н� �iьр叐�
�ẪmлS �叐��я uẪu uрS�ьẪллн
В�ьрiɱẪлS�� � �я㘷uS�S
S рẪз�叐t�iь�н�S �iьuẪ�S t�iь叐�.
� ьẪu叐й л晦�叐��晦 S �i��叐�ь�晦
��S mньẪлS�� �叐з�Ẫь�
Пi��晦 л晦��S S �iр�叐�ьS
И u叐㘷�Ẫ ьн m叐я�SлẪ�� miрi�叐 ��叐й
В �ёль叐� 香Ẫрфi
��iьẪя � �iль叐i,
��iр�Ẫ��Ẫя �S�iлẪ �Ẫ uрẪ晦 �S�Ẫ�Ẫ
�i��叐㘷叐 �ьi��Sьiл��Ẫя
Улн��cлẪ�� S �uẪзẪлẪ:
«�Ẫu ь�叐S �iлẪ ?»
В�i �ь叐 �叐�iь m叐uẪзẪь��я 叐ɱi�� mр叐�ьн�,
�叐 я iщi m叐��晦 ��i!
В叐з�叐��叐, �н ь叐�i m叐��Sьi?
А �叐�iь �нь�, � ьiɱi�Si� �рi�i�S
Вн �叐㘷лS зẪ�нь� �ь叐 ��i
В叐з�叐��叐, �н �i m叐��Sьi �叐叐�щi
�叐 �叐 �Sᓿ m叐р я ��i iщi m叐��晦,
В叐з�叐��叐, �н ь叐�i m叐��Sьi?
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Lifespan

That which is made during the day
cannot last until night,
What is the lifespan of sandcastles ?
Don’t be sad over the pieces of my heart,
besides, what is the lifespan
of the toys of glass ?
Who can win from Beauty and Sway,
Just tell me what is the
lifespan of these both ?
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Сɧ�� Жи��ɚ

�叐, ɱь叐 �iлẪiь�я ��i�
�i �叐�iь �лSь�я �叐 �叐ɱS
�Ẫu叐� �р叐u �cщi�ь�叐�Ẫ�Sя mi�叐ɱ�叐㘷叐 зẪ�uẪ?
�i 㘷рc�ьS �Ẫ� uc�叐ɱuẪ�S �叐i㘷叐 �iр�tẪ,
Вi�� uẪu叐� �р叐u �cщi�ь�叐�Ẫ�Sя S㘷рc香iu Sз �ьiuлẪ?
�ь叐 �нS㘷рн�Ẫiь 叐ь uрẪ�叐ьн S �лẪ�ьS?
Пр叐�ь叐 �uẪ�S ��i,
uẪu叐� �р叐u Sᓿ �cщi�ь�叐�Ẫ�Sя?
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You Are A Dream Of A Poet

Although you are a reality
But are you aware of the fact
That there is one person
Who have seen dreams
Of just one visage
And that beauteous visage
Is only your visage
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Тy �e��� �����

�i ��叐ьря �Ẫ ь叐,
ɱь叐 ьн рiẪл��Ẫ
�н з�Ẫi香� 叐 ь叐�,
Чь叐 i�ь� ɱiл叐�iu,
�叐ь叐рнй �S�Sь ��н
� 叐��S� лS香� 叐�рẪз叐�
И �ь叐ь mрiuрẪ��нй 叐�рẪз-
Эь叐 ьн
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If You Return

Spring will return
Breeze will sing
Out of happiness and joy
Clouds will dance
Moonlight will be in serenity
Light will be on the firmament
Some sort of nights will come
That lakes will smile
Blooms will blossom
In front of the sight
Colorful birds will arrive
Sadness will go away
And sing some sort of songs
The era of oppression will vanish
And affection will emerge
Happiness will be in the eyes
There neither will be
any tears nor any sadness
And will not make me cry;
Autumn will go away
If you return so
Spring will return too
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Е��и �y �eɧ�ёɪɚ�⥸

Вi��Ẫ �iр�iь�я,
Вiьiр �c�iь miь�
�ь �ɱẪ�ь�я S c�叐�叐л��ь�Sя
��лẪuẪ �c�cь ьẪ�ti�Ẫь�,
��iь лc�н �c�iь я��нй,
��iь �c�iь � �i�叐��叐�i,
ПрS�cь ьẪuSi �叐ɱS,
Чь叐 叐зiрẪ �c�cь cлн�Ẫь��я
В�i �c�iь рẪ�t�iьẪь� �Ẫ 㘷лẪзẪᓿ,
ПрSлiьяь рẪз�叐t�iь�нi mьStн
И �c�cь miь� ьẪuSi mi��S,
Чь叐 �m叐ᓿẪ c㘷�iьi��叐�ьS S�ɱiз�iь
И m叐я�Sь�я �i��叐�ь�,
�ɱẪ�ь�i �c�iь � 㘷лẪзẪᓿ,
�i �c�iь �S �лiз �S miɱẪлS,
И �S ɱь叐 �i зẪ�ьẪ�Sь �i�я mлẪuẪь�
��i�� cй�ёь.
Е�лS ьн �iр�ё香��я,
Вi��Ẫ ь叐�i �iр�ёь�я
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Don’t be ashamed

Insane girl
Why are you ashamed of leaving me ?
You think that now because you belong to someone
else;
so i will reproach you
And say that all that you said
And all of your promises were lies
just as your eyes
Don’t think like this my dear!
If you are happy then i am happy,
May the new path be suitable for you;
And I....!
I have this old habit of being all alone
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�e ��y�и�ɚ

�c�Ẫ�香i�香Ẫя �i�c香uẪ,
П叐ɱi�c ьi�i �ьн��叐 m叐uS�cь� �i�я?
�н �c�Ẫi香� �iйɱẪ�,
Sз-зẪ ь叐㘷叐, ɱь叐 ьн mрi�Ẫ�лi�S香� u叐�c-ь叐 �рc㘷叐�c,
я �c�c cmрiuẪь� ьi�я?
И �uẪ�c,
ɱь叐 ��i,ɱь叐 ьн 㘷叐�叐рSлẪ
S ��i ь�叐S 叐�iщẪ�Sя �нлS л叐��晦,
uẪu S ь�叐S 㘷лẪзẪ?
�i �c�Ẫй ьẪu, �叐я �叐р叐㘷Ẫя!
Е�лS ьн �ɱẪ�ьлS�Ẫ,
ь叐 S я �ɱẪ�ьлS�
Пc�ь� �叐�Ẫя �叐р叐㘷Ẫя �c�iь m叐�ᓿ叐�ящiй �ля ьi�я
А я..
У �i�я i�ь� ьẪ �ьẪрẪя mрS�нɱuẪ �нь� 叐�S�叐uS�
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Who knows?

There is this weird disturbance
What shall i tell you?
That how my beloved
companion spent her life,
even by receiving all the happiness of world
She wasn’t really happy
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К�� ���e�?

ЭьẪ �ьрẪ��Ẫя ьрi�叐㘷Ẫ...
Чь叐 ��i �uẪзẪь�?
�Ẫu �叐я л晦�S�Ẫ mр叐�iлẪ �ьc �叐ɱ�?
ДẪ�i S�iя ��i рẪ�叐�ьS �Sз�S,
叐�Ẫ �叐�iр香i��叐 �i�ɱẪ�ь�Ẫ
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Don’t Be Sad

The night shall pass
Flowers will blossom
When spring will come
Don’t be sad! Don’t be sad!
Lovers will reunite
When clouds will overspread the sky
Days will transfigure
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�e �ɧ���и

�叐ɱ� mр叐й�ёь,
ЗẪt�iьcь t�iьн,
�叐㘷�Ẫ mрS�ёь �i��Ẫ.
�i 㘷рc�ьS! �i 㘷рc�ьS!
�晦�ящSi 叐�ъi�S�яь��я,
�叐㘷�Ẫ 叐�лẪuẪ m叐uр叐晦ь �i�叐
В�i 叐�рẪзciь�я
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Migration in Autumn

Every year
When autumn knocks the trees
All the leafs fall apart from the trees;
There are so many birds
Who are compelled to leave their
habitual during autumn,
They travel to unknown lands
And experience the sorrow of migration
Tough the sky has a bit different mode
The new stars shine on it
So many old stars break away in autumn,
When i think about the reason of my migration
From the city of my love and dream
I find autumn guilty and responsible of it
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О�e��⥸⥸ �и�ɧ�iи⥸

�Ẫ��нй 㘷叐�,
�叐㘷�Ẫ 叐�i�� �Ẫuрн�Ẫiь �iрi��я,
А зi�л晦 зẪ�ьSлẪiь лS�ь�叐й,
�ьẪS mьSt cлiьẪ晦ь � 叐�i��
�ь叐 зẪ�ьẪ�ляiь,
m叐uS�cь� Sᓿ ��叐ё �i�ь叐 叐�SьẪ�Sя,
��S лiьяь � �iSз�i�ь�нi зi�лS,
И�mньн�Ẫя 㘷叐рi �S㘷рẪtSS
И �i�叐 ь叐�i �ьẪ�叐�Sь�я 叐�i��S�,
�叐�нi з�iз�н �Sя晦ь �Ẫ �i�,
А �ьẪрнi з�iз�н 叐ь�Ẫля晦ь�я � 叐�i��
�叐㘷�Ẫ я �c�Ẫ晦 叐 mрSɱS�i �S㘷рẪtSS
�叐iй л晦��S S �iɱьн Sз 㘷叐р叐�Ẫ,
Я m叐�S�Ẫ晦 - ��i�c �i�叐й - 叐�i��
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Poem of Spring

Life is a very difficult task
For the immigrant birds
For the plants away from homeland,
And thus it is for the unfortunate
people in exile as well
Who are compelled to
depart from their motherland;
Surprisingly, when the spring season
knocks the air
All the birds of every trait
Start chirping and singing on
the branches of trees,
Flowers start blossoming in peculiar land
Branches of dried trees welcomes the new
Green leafs and petals of multi hues;
Passengers from faraway lands find solace
And on the arrival of spring season
even the prisoners can smell freedom in the air
Every year when spring comes
It brings new miracles with it
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ПОЭМА ВЕС�Ы

ЖSз�� �i mр叐�ьẪя зẪ�ẪɱẪ �ля miрiлёь�нᓿ
mьSt � �ẪлS 叐ь р叐��叐й зi�лS,
Для рẪ�ьi�Sй � �ẪлS 叐ь р叐��叐й зi�лS
�叐�i �Ẫ�叐i �ля �i�ɱẪ�ь�нᓿ л晦�iй
m叐uS�c�香Sᓿ ��叐晦 р叐�S�c.
У�S�Sьiл��叐,
�叐 � mрSᓿ叐�叐� �i��н
mьStн �ẪɱS�Ẫ晦ь щi�iьẪь� �Ẫ ��iᓿ �iрi��яᓿ
��iьн рẪ�mc�uẪ晦ь�я �Ẫ ɱc�叐й зi�лi
�S㘷рẪ�ьн �Ẫᓿ叐�яь cьS香i�Si �Ẫ �Ẫлiu叐й зi�лi
Для зẪuл晦ɱё��нᓿ �叐з�cᓿ mẪᓿ�iь ��叐�叐�叐й
� �ẪɱẪл叐� �i��н mрSᓿ叐�яь �叐�нi ɱc�i�Ẫ
Эь叐 �iзẪ�н�Ẫi�叐!
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Unforgettable

I do not know why
But I have failed to forget
The fellow who was beholding my visage
At the time of my egress
From the land of my dreams.
Dear fellow who had a
ravishing grin on her lips
But her eyes were filled with tears;
I have tried to forget that unforgettable
Moment and that person,
but my efforts are nothing but vain
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�e���y��e�yo

Я �i з�Ẫ晦, � ɱi� mрSɱS�Ẫ,
�叐 ��i �i c�Ẫл叐�� зẪ�нь�
Чiл叐�iuẪ, u叐ь叐рнй ciᓿẪл
Из �i�ьẪ �叐iй �iɱьн.
Д叐р叐㘷叐й ɱiл叐�iu � �Sл叐й cлн�u叐й �Ẫ 㘷c�Ẫᓿ,
�叐 � 㘷лẪзẪ�S m叐л�н�S �лiз.
Я ьщiь�叐 mньẪл�я зẪ�нь�
�iзẪ�н�Ẫi�нi �叐�i�ьн S �ь叐㘷叐 ɱiл叐�iuẪ.
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The Song Of Light

Lit a candle sometime
In a dark night
When you are utterly alone
Then gaze at the dancing flame
With full attention,
Hark to the silence and you will realize
Light has music
A unique song it possess
The melody of light has no match,
Lit a candle in loneliness
And enjoy in silence,
The song of light
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Пe��⥸ С�e��

ЗẪ�S㘷Ẫй S�叐㘷�Ẫ ��iɱc
�ё��叐й �叐ɱ�晦,
�叐㘷�Ẫ ьн �叐�iр香i��叐 叐�S�.
��叐ьрS 叐ɱi�� ��S�Ẫьiл��叐 �Ẫ ьẪ�tc晦щii mлẪ�я,
�лc香Ẫй ьS香S�c S ьн m叐й�ё香�,
Чь叐 c ��iьẪ i�ь� �cзнuẪ,
Чь叐 叐� �лẪ�iiь c�SuẪл��叐й mi��iй
�iл叐�Sя i㘷叐 �i S�iiь �i�i m叐�叐��нᓿ
ЗẪ�㘷S ��iɱc � 叐�S�叐ɱi�ь�i,
�Ẫ�лẪ��Ẫй�я � ьS香S�i mi��iй ��iьẪ
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Touch Of Love

The elasticity of the beauteous songs
Of birds keeps expanding,
There was never this sort of aroma
Of the flowers before
And the colors of the
Soil seems bright
Maybe because the monsoon
At night cleans away all the dirt and spots
But i have never loved life like this before
There is some sort of liveliness in feeling
The world seems really nice
This unusual fragrance
that is spread all around us;
So it seems like
Love has touched the heart,
I am in love my darling
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Пɧи������e�иe �ю��и

ГS�u叐�ь� uрẪ�叐ьн mi�i�,
Чь叐 рẪ�mр叐�ьрẪ�я晦ь mьStн
�Su叐㘷�Ẫ mрi��i �i �нл叐 ьẪu叐㘷叐
Ẫр叐�ẪьẪ t�iь叐� S m叐ɱ�Ẫ uẪ�iь�я ярu叐й
�叐�iь m叐ь叐�c,
ɱь叐 �iьiр
�叐ɱ�晦 叐ɱS�ьSл ��晦 㘷ряз�
И �Su叐㘷�Ẫ я ьẪu �i л晦�Sл �Sз��
�Ẫu叐i ь叐 �S�Sьiл��叐i ɱc��ь�叐
�Sр uẪ�iь�я ьẪuS� ᓿ叐р叐香S�
�i叐�нɱ�нi Ẫр叐�Ẫьн �SьẪ晦ь �叐uрc㘷 �Ẫ�
�Ẫ�iь�я, ɱь叐 л晦�叐�� зẪьр叐�cлẪ �iр�ti
Я �л晦�лi�, �叐я �叐р叐㘷Ẫя
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Departed

I often think
Whenever i am all alone
That why do these blooms wilt
And by hearing some particular names
Why does tears appear in the
Gleeful cheerful eyes ?
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����ɪиe

Я ɱẪ�ь叐 �c�Ẫ晦,
�叐㘷�Ẫ я �叐��i� 叐�S�-
П叐ɱi�c t�iьн c�я�Ẫ晦ь?
И �лн香Ẫ 叐mрi�iлё��нi S�i�Ẫ-
П叐ɱi�c �лiзн m叐я�ля晦ь�я �Ẫ рẪ�叐�ь�нᓿ 㘷лẪзẪᓿ?
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Love beholds dreams

Perhaps the world is always
jealous of the lovers because
The visages that are in love
forever stays cheerful and lively;
Love beholds dreams
Which brings charm to life,
Love keeps us cheerful
and it keeps our hearts alive
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Лю���ɚ ���eɧi�e� �e��y

���Ẫu叐 �Sр ��i㘷�Ẫ зẪ�S�ciь �л晦�лё��н�,
П叐ь叐�c ɱь叐 叐�лSu � л晦��S
В�i㘷�Ẫ 叐�ьẪёь�я рẪ�叐�ь�н� S �S�н�
�晦�叐�� �叐зiрtẪiь �iɱьн,
�叐ь叐рнi mрS�叐�яь 叐ɱẪр叐�Ẫ�Si � �Sз��
�晦�叐�� �Ẫёь �Ẫ� рẪ�叐�ь�
И 叐�S�ляiь �iр�ti
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Rainy Season

It has been ages since we separated
It has been ages since I’ve forgotten you
Yet during the rainy season
When the breeze sings
and from the rooftop of my house
when i see the shining moon hiding
Behind the gloomy clouds,
It reminds me of you
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Д����и�yo �e���

Пр叐香лS �iuẪ, uẪu �Ẫ� рẪз�iлSлS
Пр叐香лS �iuẪ, uẪu я зẪ�нл ьi�я,
�叐 � �叐��лS�нй �iз叐�,
�叐㘷�Ẫ �рSз m叐iь,
И � uрн香S �叐i㘷叐 �叐�Ẫ,
�叐㘷�Ẫ я �S�c ��iьящc晦�я лc�c,
�uрн�Ẫ晦щc晦�я зẪ ьё��н�S 叐�лẪuẪ�S-
Эь叐 �Ẫm叐�S�Ẫiь 叐 ьi�i
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Faithful

I trust you
Therefore i wait
I wanted to keep
my love for you a secret
But i talk about it
again and again,
I cannot forget even if i want to
Because i adore you.
The sorrow of people who are
Gone does not go away
Even if i try to forget a hundred
and thousands of times;
It is possible that
you might come back
This is how i keep
my heart desperate
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Пɧ����eɧ�yo

Я �叐�iря晦 ьi�i,
П叐ь叐�c S ��c,
Х叐ьiл � �iuрiьi �叐ᓿрẪ�Sь�
�叐я л晦�叐�� u ьi�i,
�叐 㘷叐�叐р晦 叐� �ь叐� ��叐�� S ��叐��,
И S�uрi��i �iлẪя,
зẪ�нь� я �i ��叐㘷c,
П叐ь叐�c ɱь叐 я ьi�я 叐�叐�Ẫ晦
ПiɱẪл� c香i�香Sᓿ л晦�iй �i m叐uS�Ẫiь
ДẪ�i i�лS � �叐ьнй
S ьн�яɱ�нй рẪз mньẪ晦�� зẪ�нь�;
В叐з�叐��叐,
ьн ��叐�i香� �iр�cь��я
А m叐uẪ ,
�叐i �iр�ti 叐�ьẪёь�я � 叐ьɱẪя�SS
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I Wish to See

My eyes are also waiting
For the morning
Where the rays of the sun
Will give a message
That from now on there
will be peace in the world,
I am waiting for the happiness
That will bury all the
gun powder and shootings
And bring continuous love
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Я х��� �и�e�ɚ

�叐S 㘷лẪзẪ ь叐�i ��cь
�Ẫ�ьcmлi�Sя cьрẪ,
�叐㘷�Ẫ лcɱS �叐л�tẪ
ПрS�i�cь �叐叐�щi�Si,
Чь叐 � �ь叐㘷叐 �叐�i�ьẪ
�Ẫ�ьcmẪiь �Sр �叐 ��i� �Sрi
Я ��c �ɱẪ�ь�я,
ɱь叐 m叐ᓿ叐р叐�Sь m叐р叐ᓿ S �ьрiл��н
И mрS�i�ёь �iɱ�c晦 �iз�iр�c晦 л晦�叐��
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Ambition

I want to steal you from yourself
I want to test my frenzy,
The relation that used to be amidst us
I want that same relation again,
I have changed many abodes in this city
Now this timei want to settle down,
A candle that wouldn't quench
because Of the storm of time
That is the candle i want to light up,
This world is such a small place my darling
I want to dwell in your heart,
You accompany me
and i keep on writing songs,
And all I desire is to have poetic life
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А��иiии

Я ᓿ叐ɱc cuрẪ�ь� ьi�я c �Ẫ�叐й �i�я,
Я ᓿ叐ɱc S�mньẪь� �叐��ь�i��叐i �iзc�Si,
��яз�, u叐ь叐рẪя �нлẪ �i��c �Ẫ�S
Х叐ɱc ��叐�� S�mньн�Ẫь� �ьc ��яз�,
Я m叐�i�ял ��叐㘷叐 �i�ь � �ь叐� 㘷叐р叐�i
�imiр� ᓿ叐ɱc c�m叐u叐Sь��я
��iɱẪ,
u叐ь叐рẪя �i m叐㘷Ẫ�лẪ �н � �cряᓿ �рi�i�S,
��iɱẪ u叐ь叐рc晦 ᓿ叐ɱc зẪ�iɱ�,
Эь叐ь �Sр ьẪu �Ẫл, �叐я �叐р叐㘷Ẫя
Х叐ьiл �н я �Sь� � ь�叐i� �iр�ti,
� ь叐�叐й я mр叐�叐л�Ẫ晦 mS�Ẫь� mi��S
И ��ё,
ɱi㘷叐 ᓿ叐ɱc - mр叐�叐л�Ẫь� �Sз�� � m叐�зSS
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Love
Love is Such a Truth,
Truth that exists in the world since eternity
And it can Never get Old
Because the Love
in the Heart of Every Lover is as a New Truth
Love is Such an unparalleled Path
Which is there Since Eternity
And even till today, the travelers on this path
feel a phenomenal freshness
Love is as Sun, Who's each and every ray
Lands on this Planet like
it is landing for the first time Ever;
Love is Such a Miraculous Emotion
When it Comes to Heart,
Heartbeat Does not Remain the same
It Changes the Heart in
Such a fascinating way
We have Seen Countless
Wonders of Love in the World
But the wonders of love
never stops surprising the World
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Лю���ɚ

�晦�叐�� �ь叐 S�ьS�Ẫ,
u叐ь叐рẪя �cщi�ь�ciь � �Sрi �iɱ�叐�ь�
��Ẫ �i �叐�iь c�ьẪрiь�,
m叐ь叐�c ɱь叐 л晦�叐��
� �iр�ti uẪ��叐㘷叐
�叐зл晦�лi��叐㘷叐 - uẪu �叐�Ẫя S�ьS�Ẫ
�晦�叐�� ьẪu叐й �i�m叐�叐��нй mcь�,
�叐ь叐рнй �cщi�ь�ciь � �iɱ�叐�ьS �рi�ё�.
И �Ẫ�i m叐 �iй �i�� mcьi香i�ь�i��SuS
�Ẫ �ь叐� mcьS �叐�iр香Ẫ晦ь ��叐㘷叐 叐ьuрньSй.
�晦�叐�� uẪu �叐л�ti, 㘷�i uẪ��нй � �i� i�ь� лcɱ.
Зi�лS �Ẫ �ь叐й mлẪ�iьi m叐ᓿ叐�S,
u叐㘷�Ẫ �miр�нi �н�Ẫ�S�Ẫi香��я �Ẫ �Sᓿ;
�晦�叐�� ьẪuẪя ɱc�i��Ẫя ��叐tSя
�叐㘷�Ẫ �iл叐 �叐ᓿ叐�Sь �叐 �iр�tẪ
�iр�ti�Si�Si �i 叐�ьẪiь�я mрi��S�,
Эь叐 �i�яiь �iр�ti
У�лiuẪьiл��нй �Sр �S�iл
�i�ɱS�лi��叐i ��叐�i�ь�叐 ɱc�i� л晦��S,
�叐 ɱc�i�Ẫ л晦��S �Su叐㘷�Ẫ
�i miрi�ьẪ�cь c�S�ляь� �ь叐ь �Sр
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Waves

They Bring Happiness to us
When they reach the seashore
Such joy and pleasure comes
along with the waves.
Every New Wave Brings along
A New Hope with it when it comes
When the waves go Back to the sea
They take away some sorrow and pain from us
and while washing the seashore
They also wash off all the
despondency and anxiety as well
On their way Back
Waves take back some sadness
From our old tragic world as well;
Yet when they come again
jumping and dancing
They Bring New Happiness along with them
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ВОЛ�Ы

��S mрS�叐�яь �Ẫ� �ɱẪ�ь�i,
�叐㘷�Ẫ �叐�ьS㘷Ẫ晦ь �iрi㘷Ẫ
�ẪuẪя рẪ�叐�ь� S c�叐�叐л��ь�Si
mрSᓿ叐�Sь ��i�ьi � �叐л�Ẫ�S.
�Ẫ��Ẫя �叐�Ẫя �叐л�Ẫ mрS�叐�Sь
�叐�c晦 �Ẫ�i��c � uẪ��н� mрS�叐i�
�叐㘷�Ẫ �叐л�н 叐ьuẪьн�Ẫ晦ь u �叐р晦,
��S c�SрẪ晦ь c �Ẫ� 㘷叐рi S �叐л�
И �叐 �рi�я 叐�叐�i�Sя m叐�iрi��я
��S ьẪu �i ��н�Ẫ晦ь
c�н�Si S �i�m叐u叐й�ь�叐
�Ẫ 叐�рẪь�叐� mcьS
В叐л�н �叐з�рẪщẪ晦ь �i��叐㘷叐 㘷рc�ьS
Из �Ẫ香i㘷叐 �ьẪр叐㘷叐 �SрẪ ьрẪ㘷i�Sй.
�i� �i �i�ii, u叐㘷�Ẫ 叐�S �iр�cь�я
В�i�ьi � �S�S mрSй�iь S �叐�叐i �ɱẪ�ь�i
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Still Remember

In your love my darling
How beautifully i spent the days and eves of my life,
And when the time came In life,
the time to separate our ways,
My love such torment occurred on heart
Till now,
i couldn't be able to forget Those moments of my life
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В�e eщё ����ю

В ь�叐iй л晦��S, �叐я �叐р叐㘷Ẫя,
mр叐香лS �Ẫ�нi mрiuрẪ��нi ��S �叐iй �Sз�S,
И u叐㘷�Ẫ mрS香л叐 �рi�я рẪз�iлSь� �Ẫ香S mcьS,
�叐я л晦�叐��,
uẪuSi �cɱi�Sя S�mньẪл叐
�叐ё �iр�ti
Д叐 �Sᓿ m叐р я �i �叐㘷c зẪ�нь�
ьi �叐�i�ьн �叐iй �Sз�S.
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Tough Question

How will you fix the breached dreams?
How will you turn back the stream of time all alone?
The friends who have left you all alone,
How will you forget their memories?
Sighs will freeze if there won't be any tears
How will you break the silence of eve?
People will call you crazy
How will you smack the heads of the people of this city?
You have the habit of wearing the attire of joy
How will you wear the scarf dipped in sorrows?
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С����ye ���ɧ��y

�Ẫu ьн S�mрẪ�S香� рẪзрc香i��нi �iɱьн?
�Ẫu ьн m叐�iр�i香� m叐ь叐u �рi�i�S � 叐�S�叐ɱi�ь�i?
Дрcз�я,
叐�ьẪ�S�香Si ьi�я 叐��c,
�Ẫu ьн зẪ�c�i香� Sᓿ?
Вз�叐ᓿS зẪ�iрз�cь,
i�лS �i �c�iь �лiз
�Ẫu ьн �Ẫрc香S香� ьS香S�c ?
�晦�S �c�cь �Ẫзн�Ẫь� ьi�я �c�Ẫ�香i�香iй
У ьi�я i�ь� mрS�нɱuẪ �叐�Sь� �i�iлнi �Ẫря�н
�Ẫu ьн �c�i香� �叐�Sь� miɱẪл��叐 叐mcщi��нй 香Ẫрф?
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Lovers

Neither do i have grievances with you
Nor i have any complaints against the world,
I am the one who is the culprit,
As i am the one who has chosen to love in this era
Lovers have never prostrated in front of oppression,
We have revolted against coercion in all eras.
Souls of kings departs from their bodies,
at the venue of wars;
And Beauteous people rule with coquetry
There has been fondness in the past too
But the way we do
When and who have loved like this ever before
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В�ю��ё��ye

И c �i�я �iь �Ẫ �Ẫ� 叐�S�,
И c �i�я �iь �SuẪuSᓿ mрiьi�зSй u �Sрc,
Я ь叐ь, �Ẫ� �S�叐�i�,
ɱь叐 �н�рẪл л晦�叐�� � �ьc �m叐ᓿc
Вл晦�лi��нi �Su叐㘷�Ẫ �i mẪ�ẪлS miрi� 㘷�ёь叐�
�н �叐��ьẪ�ẪлS mр叐ьS�
mрS�c��i�Sя �叐 ��i �m叐ᓿS
Дc香S u叐р叐лiй m叐uS�ẪлS
��叐S ьiлẪ �Ẫ m叐лi �рẪ�i�Sя
И mрiuрẪ��нi л晦�S mрẪ�яь u叐uiь�ь�叐�
В mр叐香л叐� ь叐�i �нлẪ л晦�叐��,
�叐 �S uь叐 �S u叐㘷�Ẫ �i л晦�Sл ьẪu рẪ��香i,
uẪu л晦�S� �н �iйɱẪ�
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Worst Fear

I have no grievances with you my dear
But when i find myself all alone and lonely
Amidst the people of this city,
Thus i get scared of myself
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Х��ɪиo ��ɧ�х

У �i�я �iь mрiьi�зSй u ьi�i,
�叐я �叐р叐㘷Ẫя
�叐 u叐㘷�Ẫ я ɱc��ь�c晦 �i�я 叐�S�叐uS�,
S 叐�S�叐uS� �рi�S л晦�iй �ь叐㘷叐 㘷叐р叐�Ẫ,
я �ẪɱS�Ẫ晦 �叐яь��я �i�я
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Promise

Let's promise to love each other forever
Let's promise to live and die together,
No matter whatever the journey is like
Let's promise to be along with each other
Holding hands in hands,
Being in each others arms forever
We'll bear the shocks caused by love
We'll take it to our heart,
Let's promise not to tell anything to anyone
Since forever this world is the enemy of love
Let's promise to change this world
If the mountains come to block the way amidst us,
Let's promise to argue with the mountains
If the people of this world won't give us place
Thus let's promise to settle down in a forest
We won't let the flowers of our lawn wilt,
Let's promise to imprison the season of autumn
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О�eщ��иe

��iщẪi� л晦�Sь� �рc㘷 �рc㘷Ẫ �iɱ�叐
��iщẪi� �Sь� S c�SрẪь� ��i�ьi
�iзẪ�S�S�叐 叐ь ь叐㘷叐, �Ẫ ɱь叐 m叐ᓿ叐�Ẫ �ьẪ m叐iз�uẪ
��iщẪi� �нь� ��i�ьi, �iр�Ẫ�� зẪ рcuS,
Бнь� � 叐�ъяьSяᓿ �рc㘷 �рc㘷Ẫ �Ẫ��i㘷�Ẫ
�н miрi�i�i� m叐ьря�i�Sя,
�нз�Ẫ��нi л晦�叐��晦 �н �叐з��i� �ь叐 u �i�i �
�iр�ti,
ДẪ�Ẫй m叐叐�iщẪi� �Su叐�c �Sɱi㘷叐 �i 㘷叐�叐рSь�,
ьẪu uẪu �ь叐ь �Sр �Ẫ��i㘷�Ẫ я�ляiь�я �рẪ㘷叐� л晦��S
ДẪ�Ẫй m叐叐�iщẪi� Sз�i�Sь� �ь叐ь �Sр
Е�лS 㘷叐рн mрi㘷рẪ�яь �Ẫ� mcь�,
ДẪ�Ẫй m叐叐�iщẪi� mрi叐�叐лiь� 㘷叐рн
Е�лS л晦�S �ь叐㘷叐 �SрẪ �i �Ẫ�cь �Ẫ� �i�ь叐,
ДẪ�Ẫйьi m叐叐�iщẪi� m叐�iлSь��я � лi�c
�н �i m叐з�叐лS� t�iьẪ� �Ẫ香iй л晦��S c�я�cь�
ДẪ�Ẫйьi m叐叐�iщẪi� �i mc�uẪь� 叐�i�� � �Ẫ香c
л晦�叐��
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Despair

In the deserted temple of heart
I have saved a picture,
And it is the pretext for me
that till now i am holding
the gallows of separation,
As i will quaff all alone
for a few more days
And i will live my life for a few more days
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О���⥸�ɚe

В зẪ�р叐香i��叐� ᓿрẪ�i �iр�tẪ я �叐ᓿрẪ�Sл 叐ьmiɱẪь叐u,
И �ь叐 m叐�叐� �ля �i�я �叐 �Sᓿ m叐р �iр�Ẫь�
ВS�iлStc рẪзлcuS,
�Ẫu я �c�c cmS�Ẫь��я 叐�S�叐ɱi�ь�叐�
Ещi �i�u叐л�u叐 ��iй,
И я mр叐�S�c iщi �i�u叐л�u叐 ��iй ��叐iй �Sз�S.
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Devotee Poet

That devotee poet of yours
A stranger from the world,
At the night this devotee
poet of yours all alone wanders on streets;
Wanders! this devotee poet!
He worships the dreams
and is a lover of memories,
This devotee poet! It seems from his affairs
like it is a living tale of a poet,
Whose life is a carnival of sorrow,
and happiness is unknown to this poet;
No matter whatever he says,
he says the truth,
Therefore this world calls him a poet
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Пɧe����yo ����

Эь叐ь mрi�Ẫ��нй m叐�ь
��叐й �iз�Ẫu叐�it Sз �SрẪ
�叐ɱ�晦 ь�叐й mрi�Ẫ��нй m叐�ь
В 叐�S�叐ɱi�ь�i �р叐�Sь m叐 cлStẪ�
�uSьẪлit! Эь叐ь mрi�Ẫ��нй m叐�ь!
�� m叐uл叐��Su �iɱьн S л晦�叐��Su �叐�m叐�S�Ẫ�Sй.
Эь叐ь mрi�Ẫ��нй m叐�ь!
Е㘷叐 �iлẪ m叐ᓿ叐�S �Ẫ 叐�S�香c晦 �uẪзuc 叐 m叐�ьi,
ɱ�я �Sз�� - �ь叐 uẪр�Ẫ�Ẫл �u叐р�S
И �ɱẪ�ь�i �i�i�叐�叐 m叐�ьc;
�i�Ẫ��叐, ɱь叐 叐� 㘷叐�叐рSь
�� 㘷叐�叐рSь mрẪ��c,
П叐�ь叐�c � �ь叐� �Sрi 叐� з叐�ёь�я m叐�ь叐�
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Compromised

Even tough everything
has changed in this world
And state of life is
also not the same anymore,
Heart still desires to have you
But i don't search you anymore
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К���ɧ��и�

ДẪ�i �i��叐ьря �Ẫ ь叐,
ɱь叐 ��i Sз�i�Sл叐�� � �ь叐� �Sрi,
И �叐�ь叐я�Si �Sз�S c�i �i ь叐 �i �Ẫ�叐i,
�iр�ti ��i iщi ᓿ叐ɱiь S�iь� ьi�я,
�叐 я �叐л�香i �i Sщc ьi�я
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Moonlit night

stars all around
And a deserted road
which leads to your street
And i am standing on
the opposite end
With a restless heart,
My desirous eyes
Looks at your roof and door
From some steps away
Everything looks blur,
All the lamps behind the
Windows are turning off
How is it possible to escape from the reality
I keep on thinking how the rank changes
The time that is being passed cannot
be seen yet it writes description on
Each and every visage;
Although there is still longing
in my heart for you,
Same old dreams are
decorated in the eyes,
Yes! i still desire to have you,
There is still the pain of
separation in my heart
Even tough everything
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З�e��y �����o

�叐ɱ� �叐uрc㘷 S mc�ьн��Ẫя �叐р叐㘷Ẫ,
u叐ь叐рẪя �i�iь u ь�叐iй cлSti,
И я �ь叐晦 �Ẫ mр叐ьS�叐m叐л叐��叐� u叐�ti,
� �i�m叐u叐й�н� �iр�ti�,
�叐S 㘷лẪзẪ ��叐ьряь �Ẫ ь�叐晦 uрн香c S ��iр�
В �i�u叐л�uSᓿ 香Ẫ㘷Ẫᓿ ��i �н㘷ля�Sь рẪз�ньн�,
��i лẪ�mн m叐зẪ�S
�u�Ẫ зẪuрн�Ẫ晦ь�я
�Ẫu �叐��叐 ��i�Ẫь� 叐ь рiẪл��叐�ьS,
я mр叐�叐л�Ẫ晦 �c�Ẫь� 叐 ь叐�,
uẪu �i�яiь�я рẪ�㘷
Пр叐ᓿ叐�ящii �рi�я �i �S��叐,
�叐 叐�叐 рS�ciь 叐mS�Ẫ�Si
� uẪ��叐� S uẪ��叐� 叐�лSui
В �叐i� �iр�ti ��i iщi ь叐�uẪ 叐 ьi�i,
ДẪ! Я ��i iщi ᓿ叐ɱc S�iь� ьi�я,
В �叐i� �iр�ti ��i iщi i�ь� �叐л� рẪзлcuS,
ДẪ�i �i��叐ьря �S �Ẫ ɱь叐
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Sweet Dreams

Dreams are mirage
We know this
Yet we like them,
And dreams are just dreams
We even know this
Yet dreams seem reality to us
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Мe��y

�iɱьн - �ь叐 �SрẪ�.
�н �ь叐 з�Ẫi�,
�叐 叐�S �Ẫ� �рẪ�яь�я,
Ẫ �iɱьн - �ь叐 mр叐�ь叐 �iɱьн
�н �Ẫ�i з�Ẫi� �ь叐,
�叐 �iɱьн uẪ�cь�я �Ẫ� рiẪл��叐�ь�晦
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Immortal Beauty

You are inhabited
in My couplets, my odes and in my eyes,
Which are even youthful than
this season of blooms, my beloved!
Whose words have chiseled
Out your figure
Every impression of yours is
preserved in my words,
How will this world change
This figure and this impression of yours;
Till eternity your beauty and
youthfulness will be preserved
In my odes, in my eyes
And in my couplets
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Бe���eɧ���⥸ �ɧ�����

�н 叐�SьẪi香� � �叐Sᓿ ucmлiьẪᓿ,
�叐Sᓿ 叐�Ẫᓿ S � �叐Sᓿ 㘷лẪзẪᓿ,
u叐ь叐рнi �Ẫ�i �叐л叐�i,
ɱi� �ь叐ь �iз叐� рẪ�t�iь叐�,
�叐я �叐зл晦�лi��Ẫя!
Ч�S �л叐�Ẫ �нь叐ɱSлS �Ẫ香c фS㘷cрc?
ВẪ香 叐�рẪз �叐ᓿрẪ�яiь�я � �叐Sᓿ �л叐�Ẫᓿ,
Из�i�Sь лS �ь叐ь �Sр �Ẫ香c фS㘷cрc
S �Ẫ香i �miɱẪьлi�Si
�Ẫ�iɱ�叐 �Ẫ香Ẫ uрẪ�叐ьẪ S �叐л叐�叐�ь�
�c�cь �叐ᓿрẪ�яь��я � �叐Sᓿ 叐�Ẫᓿ,
� �叐Sᓿ 㘷лẪзẪᓿ S � �叐Sᓿ ucmлiьẪᓿ
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Motherland

Lifetime has passed
since our separation
Yet i swear! On every step
of life i miss the sense of your touch,
That aroma of your soil
During the rain,
My dance and your grin
And after this, all the heart pleasing
memories of you start to wipe off by
smoldering teardrops,
And sometimes they start to wash off
In my words too
I may return to your direction sometime
but my beloved land
Please do not forget my footprints, ever!
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Р��и��

ЖSз�� mр叐香лẪ � �叐�i�ьẪ �Ẫ香iй рẪзлcuS
И ��i �i я uля�c��!
�Ẫ uẪ��叐� 香Ẫ㘷c �Sз�S ��i �i ᓿ�ẪьẪiь
叐щcщi�Sя ь�叐i㘷叐 mрSu叐��叐�i�Sя,
Эь叐ь Ẫр叐�Ẫь ь�叐iй m叐ɱ�н
В叐 �рi�я �叐��я,
�叐й ьẪ�it S ь�叐я cлн�uẪ
И �ьS �叐�m叐�S�Ẫ�Sя рẪ�c晦ь �叐ё �iр�ti,
�叐 叐�S �ẪɱS�Ẫ晦ь �ьSрẪь��я ьлi晦щS�S �лiзẪ�S,
Ẫ S�叐㘷�Ẫ 叐�S �ẪɱS�Ẫ晦ь ��н�Ẫь��я
S � �叐Sᓿ �л叐�Ẫᓿ
Я �叐㘷c u叐㘷�Ẫ-�S�c�� �iр�cь��я � �Ẫ香c �ь叐р叐�c
�叐 �叐я л晦�S�Ẫя зi�ля, m叐�Ẫлcй�ьẪ,
�Su叐㘷�Ẫ �i зẪ�н�Ẫй �叐S �лi�н
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Agony

Again that visage came
to awaken the wounds,
Waft of memories came
last night to make me weep,
Teary eyed fellow came to lessen the pain
Of my bruised thoughts and breached heart,
Strainer in hands,
eyes were scraped
I came to wilderness to plant flowers,
I wonder who knocked at the door,
I just came to flow off my
old and recent agonies
Restlessness and conflict ruled
Season of bloom just came to bathe in blood
Some artisans were put into prison,
and some into execution,
This master also came here
to save the nation
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A���и⥸

��叐�Ẫ �ь叐ь 叐�рẪз mрS香iл,
ɱь叐�н mр叐�c�Sь� рẪ�н,
�ьẪрн�S �叐�m叐�S�Ẫ�Sя�S �Ẫm叐л�Sл�я �iɱiр,
Чь叐�н зẪ�ьẪ�Sь� �i�я mлẪuẪь�,
�лiзн �Ẫ�叐рẪɱS�Ẫ晦ь�я �Ẫ 㘷лẪзẪ,
Чь叐�н c�i��香Sь� �叐л�
�叐Sᓿ �叐�m叐�S�Ẫ�Sй S рẪз�Sь叐㘷叐 �iр�tẪ
РcuS � рi香iь叐 S 㘷лẪзẪ 叐tẪрẪmẪ�н,
Я mрSй�c �Ẫ mc�ь叐香�,
m叐�Ẫ�c t�iьн,
Я ᓿ叐ɱc cз�Ẫь�,
uь叐 �ьcɱẪл ��i � ��iр�,
Я з�i��,
ɱь叐�н ��нь� �叐�m叐�S�Ẫ�Sя
� �叐Sᓿ �ьẪрнᓿ S �i�Ẫ��Sᓿ �cuẪᓿ.
�iз叐� t�iьi�Sя �Ẫɱ�ёь�я
� S�ucmлi�Sя � uр叐�S
�ь叐-ь叐 Sз �Ẫ�ьiр叐� �нл зẪuл晦ɱi� � ь晦р��c,
�叐㘷叐- ь叐 ��ẪлẪ uẪз��,
Эь叐ь �Ẫ�ьiр mрS香iл �晦�Ẫ,
�mẪ�Ẫь� �Ẫр叐�
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Lost fragrance

This time i couldn't cross the region of my beloved,
O How hard it was!
I cant even express
It was the familiar pathway
But this time nobody that i knew was there,
Also there was no sign of destination left
Despite the fact there was an unknown silence
Which was tripping,
dropping from this changed view,
Yet i have no complaints from the view
I am grieved because i have also felt that
the fragrance of memories is also lost,
Which used to come from her street
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П��eɧ⥸��yo �ɧ����

�Ẫ �ь叐ь рẪз я �i �叐㘷 叐ьmрẪ�Sь�я
� uрẪй u л晦�S�叐й,
�, uẪu �ь叐 �нл叐 ьрc��叐!
Я �Ẫ�i �i �叐㘷c �нрẪзSь�
Эь叐 �нл mрS�нɱ�нй mcь�
�叐 �Ẫ �ь叐ь рẪз �Su叐㘷叐,
u叐㘷叐 я з�Ẫл, ьẪ� �i �нл叐,
И �i �нл叐 mрSз�Ẫu叐� tiлS
�i��叐ьря �Ẫ �iз�Ẫu叐�c晦 ьS香S�c,
�m叐ьu�c�香S��, cmẪ�,
Sз�i�S� ��叐S �з㘷ля�н, я
�i �iр�c 叐�S�
Я 叐㘷叐рɱi�, m叐ь叐�c ɱь叐 я ьẪu�i ɱc��ь�c晦,
ɱь叐 S Ẫр叐�Ẫь �叐�m叐�S�Ẫ�Sй ь叐�i m叐ьiря�,
И �叐л�香i �i mрSй�iь � ii cлStн
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Metropolis

I have to live along
with the scattered pieces of myself
Now i have to live along
with the memories of past;
In the marts of this new town
I have to live along with the same old coins
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Ми�ɧ����и�

Я �叐л�i� �Sь� ��i�ьi
� рẪзр叐з�i��н�S ɱẪ�ья�S �i�я
�imiр� я �叐л�i� �Sь� ��i�ьi
� �叐�m叐�S�Ẫ�Sя�S 叐 mр叐香л叐�;
В �SьрS�Ẫᓿ �ь叐㘷叐 �叐�叐㘷叐 㘷叐р叐�Ẫ
Я �叐л�i� �Sь� ��i�ьi
� ьi�S �i �ьẪрн�S �叐�iьẪ�S
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Love Affair

Ever since this lover
has been associated with your name
Since then he has been accused in the whole town;
I have expressed my feelings
of affection with you darling
Or what else was my offense
That i have been crucified
Your slight grin only,
took my breath away
Or else when do i ever get impressed
Your hair imprisoned me already
But because i adored them from my heart,
ergo i was conquered;
I endured every tyranny for your happiness
Yet It is my fate that i couldn't become your beloved
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Р����

� ьiᓿ m叐р,
uẪu 叐� ��язẪл �i�я � ь�叐S� S�i�i�
� ьiᓿ m叐р i㘷叐 �S�яь �叐 ��i� 㘷叐р叐�i
Я �нрẪзSл ��叐S ɱc��ь�Ẫ mрS�язẪ��叐�ьS u ьi�i,
�叐р叐㘷Ẫя, �ь叐 �ьẪл叐 �叐S� mрi�ьcmлi�Si�
ЗẪ u叐ь叐р叐i я �нл рẪ�mяь
�ь ь�叐iй лi㘷u叐й cлн�uS
У �i�я miрiᓿ�Ẫьн�Ẫiь �нᓿẪ�Si
В�叐�� S ��叐��,
uẪu 叐ь miр�叐㘷叐 �miɱẪьлi�Sя
��叐S �叐л叐�н зẪuл晦ɱẪ晦ь �i�я � ь晦р��c ,
�ь ь叐㘷叐 ɱь叐 叐�叐�Ẫ晦 Sᓿ ��i� �iр�ti�,
Я m叐�i��i�
Я ьiрmiл uẪ��c晦 ьSрẪ�S晦 рẪ�S ь�叐i㘷叐 �ɱẪ�ь�я
�叐 �叐я �c���Ẫ ьẪu叐�Ẫ,
ɱь叐 я �i �叐㘷c �ьẪь� ь�叐S� л晦�S�н�
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City of Ice

This city is of ice
The settlers of it are made of wax
It has been ages since it is made
But since then is drowned in darkness
Silence rule everywhere out here;
Oh! The settlers of this city
Listen to me!
You are of weather
You are surrounded by snow
Just ponder if you can;
If the rays of sun comes
Tearing through the darkness,
So what will happen to the city?
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Г�ɧ�� �ɚ��

Эь叐ь 㘷叐р叐� Sз л��Ẫ
ЖSьiлS i㘷叐 ��iлẪ�н Sз �叐�uẪ
Пр叐香л叐 ��叐㘷叐 лiь � ьiᓿ m叐р,
uẪu 叐� ��iлẪ�
�叐 � ьiᓿ m叐р 叐� ь叐�iь �叐 ь��i
ПрẪ�Sл叐 �iз�叐л�Sя �iз�i з�i��
�й!ЖSьiлS �ь叐㘷叐 㘷叐р叐�Ẫ m叐�лc香Ẫйьi �i�я!
Е�лS �叐л�iɱ�нi лcɱS mр叐р�cь�я �u�叐з� ь��c,
ɱь叐 �i �c�iь � 㘷叐р叐�叐�?
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Your eyes

Each contemplation
Every discipline
Just one moment
Which will change By looking
into the eyes of the world
It will behold your eyes
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Т��и �����

�Ẫ��叐i �叐зiрtẪ�Si,
�Ẫ��叐i �ẪuẪзẪ�Si
�叐л�u叐 叐�S� �叐�i�ь,
u叐ь叐рнй Sз�i�Sь�я
П叐��叐ьрi� � 㘷лẪзẪ �Sрc-
�� c�S�Sь ь�叐S 㘷лẪзẪ
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Journey

Tell this to her
That a portion of any of my firefly,
Any of my star,
If it would be possible,
So do keep it safe;
Although the paths are difficult
And some nights have passed
But i have to keep on going
If you meet her,
Tell this to her
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П��eɪe���иe

�uẪ�S �ь叐 iй,
Чь叐 ɱẪ�ь� ��iьящiй�я з�ёз�н �ь叐 я
Е�лS �н �ь叐 �нл叐 �叐з�叐��叐.
Х叐ья mcьS ьрc��н,
И mр叐香л叐 ��叐㘷叐 �叐ɱiй ,
Я �叐л�i� mр叐�叐л�Ẫь�
Е�лS ьн ��ьрiьS香� ii,
ьẪu �uẪ�S iй: «ьimiр�,
u叐㘷�Ẫ я рi香Sл 叐�叐�Ẫь� ьi�я,
я �Ẫcɱc�� ьiрmiь� �叐л�
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completion

Everything seems dull
It seems night even during the daylight;
Perhaps you were the completion
of my existence
But now it seems incomplete

З��eɧɪe�иe

В�i uẪ�iь�я �ucɱ�н�,
ДẪ�i �i�� uẪ�iь�я �叐ɱ�晦
В叐з�叐��叐, �н �нлS зẪ�iр香i�Si�
�叐i㘷叐 �cщi�ь�叐�Ẫ�Sя,
�叐 �iйɱẪ� �ь叐 uẪ�iь�я �iзẪ�iр香i��н�




